ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
PO Box 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
Tel: 057 551753
Fax: 057 551677

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of
Australia. The Bright area is already world renowned for
Hang Gliding. Now the same superb facilities are available
for Paragliding

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week
2
6
2
2
4

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

$220
$660
$220
$220
$440

Introductory
HGFA Recreational Licence
Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion
Paraglider Thermalling & XC
Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion

PARAGLIDING

SALES

S HOP

APCO Hilite II - Intermediate to Advanced
Sizes: 23, 25,28 square meters

$2,881 Including back pack bag

FALHAWK ATHLETE - Advanced
Sizes : 19,22,24, 27, 30 square meters

$2,810-3,234

Harley Contrail - Intermediate
Sizes: 21 , 24, 27 square meters

$2,239 including back pack bag

Black. Magic - Beginners to Intermediate
Sizes: 22, 24, 27 square meters

$2,370 including back pack bag and harness

APCO Reserve
Pulled Apex Emergency System

$526

DAVRON 200+ ALTIMETER/VARIO
$649
Precision miniature instrument, two altimeters, vario up and down , optional up only, elasticated
thigh attachment, fluoro pink

USE D
APCO Dreams
AIRWAVE Black Magic
CHARLEY Edel
APCO Speedstar 2
FALHAWK Athlete 10.5

PARAGLIDERS
- 28 sq
- 24 sq
- 24 sq
- 24 sq
- 24 sq

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

Beginner
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Advanced

$1,400
$1,999
$1,495
$1,700
$2,400

Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily
Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a Recreational licence
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CLUBS

lor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members living
in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48 pa.
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent SAL) . Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor 's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions,
market place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals , short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 2512704
PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

Phil Mathewson
Steve Hocking
Ph (02) 5608773 AH (02) 2512704 BH

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVI LLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH

For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Treasurer - Keith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W
(02) 5877971 H

Nobby Area Sky
Salling Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 650042

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
1070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Shellharbour pub 1st Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388 W

Capricorn ~kyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07) 8348858

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 1290
Gladstonce 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 721676
Sec. Sarah Clarke

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen
(049) 712330

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black
and white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

CONTENTS
Letters
Competitions
Forbes for The First Time
by Bruce Blackshaw
Accident Reports
Aches & Pains Part 3
by Brian Hampson
Wedding Bells
by Rose Fletcher
Victorian Cross Country League
Strictly for the Birds
by John Trude
State & Club News
Market Place
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Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642
Dave Cookman
Central West HG Club (071) 498573
Stan Roy
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
(071) 459185
Sec - Steve Palmer
Alf Carter
(071) 457265
(063) 613315

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370

Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Chris Brandon
(049) 499199
Sec. Danny Smith
018494505

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pres. Joe Ippolito
(064) 576112
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190

Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH
(02) 2958040 BH

New Club
Fiona Knox
(02) 5289304
Richard Reitzin
(02) 3651533 H
(02) 2353033 w

18
22

23
24

29

CREDITS
FRONT COVER
Bob Moulston at Foresters
Beach, Central Coast.
Photo by Mark Moulston

CENTRESPREAD

Cartoons

Julius Makk, Rob
Julian
Typing, Typesetting
& Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printers
Quality Plus,
Ballina

Birgit Svens flying Greens
Hill, SA.
Photo by Chris Charters
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Editor's Corner
Firstly, my apologies for the lateness of this issue, however I
hope you will enjoy the reading and the colour pages. I
certainly had fun putting Skysailor together (on my new
speedy computer!) and choosing suitable photos from the
many that have been sent in - not an easy job. Our members'
contributions, (which make my daily trip to the post office quite
an adventure) have been quite enthusiastic and plentiful!
Great to see! Quite number of people say they would like
to see more photos - so I hope you like this month's lot.

a

The cool start to this month also left us in little doubt that winter
is upon us. While I know some of us seem to give up flying
temporarily, those who persevere are sometimes rewarded
with high cloud bases and crisp clear air. It may also be a
good chance to catch up on some long awaited maintenance on gliders and equipment; When was the last time
you inspected your gliders' wires or had your chute repacked?
May was certainly a mega month for Greg and I. We would
like to thank everyone for their congratulations etc on the birth
of our little daughter, Kelly, on May 4th. She is a good baby,
very calm and has fitted into our lives easily. I've yet to get
back into the air as the weather in the Northern Rivers has
been terrible and besides, my new XS hasn't arrived
yet! If my (flying) withdrawal symptoms become too
severe, I'll strap into an ultralight to get my feet of the
planet.

=.. -

I'd like to remind pilots of the upcoming HGFA Convention 1990; now is the time to let your club or state
rep know of issues you would like to see discussed
there. So speak up now!
Until next month,

Marie Jeffery

OUR small HANDLE
Flying over Governador Valadores, Brazil, with Ibituruna Peak in the
background. This is the site of the next World Championships. GliderSolar Wings Rumour. Pilot & photographer, Steve Blenkinsop. Canon
T70, Canon 28mm lens, Kodachrome 64 film .

.
I

IS YOUR ANSWER
TO BIG PROBLEMS!
Get a handle on your safety.
Call or write TODAY for details
of a plane-saving parachute to
suU your aircraft. Models
available to fit all amateur
bui! t aircraft, ultraligh ts
and hang gliders.

- -"01'
-Eagle
- -Eyes"
-- - - - - ,I
flight glasses

plain, $136 prescription, $156 Bi-focal
I $96Wrap-around,
metal or plastic frames
I
Electronic Tow Meters - $165
I
Holiday Beach House at Bryon Bay
I Spa, catamaran, surfboards & skis - $320 p.w.
(excl. Xmas)

North Coast Avionics
Avtex PlY LID.
Ballistic Recovery Systems Div1sion
BaJllna Airport. Ballina N.S.W. 2478

Ph (066) 88 7991
Fax (066) 88 S506

Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
Byron Bay 2481

I
I
I
I
I
I

L- - - - - - - - - - - Ph (066) 856287
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The main thrust of the rest of Mr Gerus'
letter is personal opinion to which he Is
entitled as the purist he aspires to be.
Personally, I consider his viewpoint
one-eyed, short-sighted and bllnkered.

Dear Editor
Further to the debate on Regionalization, our club, Capricorn Skyriders,
declared support for the concept during
the recent Teleconference held in
Queensland.
We were very disappointed to hear that
it would be of no benefit to Central
Queensland pilots, especially as it became clear that we are by far the largest
group outside Brisbane.
Our support was conditional however.
Provided the trial of the two newly
created regions for Queensland proves
the idea to be a success, the condition
upon which we gave our support was
that both these two regions would then
move to create a third for us.
In the interim we in Central Queensland
need to decide whether to join the
Northern region based in Cairns (800
kms away), or that based in Brisbane
(600 kms away).
I suggest a postal vote. I'll send a self
addressed envelop to every pilot between Proserpine and Gladstone for
this purpose soon. If you don't get one
by the end of May, I don't have your
address so please give me a call on
(079) 393769 after 7pm.
Shane Newell
Secretary, Capricorn Skyriders
Dear Marie
No longer am I prepared to sit back and
be subject to this rubbish which was
flung in my direction in last month's
edition. Mr Gerus is entitled to voice his
opinion, but I only wish his opinion contained a bit more of the truth, and not
this fairy-tale dug up from eight months
ago. There was never, meaning NO
danger of us losing our main site or
being banned from landing on any
beach in the area. A meeting was held
at my instigation between a council inspector, and the Deputy Chairman of
the Douglas Shire Council to rectify a
problem concerning my trike. After a
fairly short and friendly meeting over
coffee, I was reassured that this problem had nothing to do with the hang
gliding at all.

I could keep dissecting this article and
highlighting other areas in question, but
fortunately I have more important and
positive things to do with my time, than
stabbing my fellow club members in the
back. I can not be expected to sit back
and swallow these accusations without
some form of concern.
Your responsible hang glider, trike pilot.
Chris Bolton
Dear Editor
Just when everyone seemed happy and
enjoying their flying, someone has to
stir things up and make a mountain of a
mole-hill with mis-information.
I refer to my good friend Jerry Gerus'
swipe at trike flying in our area. He
referred specifically to Chris Bolton
operating on Port Douglas and Pretty
Beaches north of Rex Lookout.
Chris did invoke the displeasure of the
Douglas Shire Council but, off his won
batt, he sorted things out personally
with the Council's top brass, gave some
undertakings, and all is sweet. There
was no talk of banning hang gliders
from landing on these beaches. Chris
explained the difference between our
flying machines to them and they understood.

Hang gliding and ultralight flying are
small change compared to mass participation and media-hyped spectator
sports like cricket, football, tennis,
scuba-diving, water-skiing and general
aviation flying etc. These clubs are big
and powerful.
We are not. We need to pull together,
with our love of flying the bond, to battle
the Evil Empire, the Bureaucracy, for
existence. We need all the membership, fees, advertising and support we
can get to be heard. We don't need
fanatics tearing us apart.
Where would yacht clubs and sailing
clubs be without power-boat membership and support? They all co-exist
quite happily on the water. They don't
try to sink each other do they?
Finally, for the interest of interstate
flyers, the Cairns Hang Gliding Club has
to be one of the friendliest and (with the
exception of a couple of irritating hiccups) one of the most cohesive clubs In
the country. Trike flyers included.
John Allen
Dear Marie
Overheard at Tamborine Mountain
launch site, Queensland:
Two young overweight spectators; No
1. "Looks pretty good to me, mate,
Wouldn't mind a go";
No 2. "Yeah, I wonder if you can hire
em".
Murray Charters

Jerry's statement that trike orientation
rides and glides for hang gliding students are of little benefit is, I believe,
unadulterated poppy-cock. I've made
a point of asking the students after trike
training and they are 100% for it.
General airtime
and (
A Final Farewell
power-off
glides are
Fred Brooks, known as Ricky to his family and as
greatly apFred Bear to his friends, died on 19th May 1990
preciated by
while piloting his aerobatic Decathlon aircraft at
t h e m . the Rambler's Skydiving Drop Zone, Toogoolawah,
Naturally I forin South East Queensland.
get
which
country this
As a long time hanf} gliding, ultralight and, since
took place in
1986, general aviation pilot, he was considered a
until
the conscientious and cautious flyer. Few people love
bureaucracy flying more than Fred did; it had become a way of
gets its cerlife. He will be sadly missed by many.
tifying finger
Fair weather flying always, Bear. ·
out.

1
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Dear Marie
This is an article on an insurance theory
I have expounded on a couple of occasions.
Mention the words: "hang glider" and
"insurance" in the same sentence, and
Instantly you are treated with the same
sympathetic disbelief usually reserved
for those people that are known to make
rash statements whilst enjoying the effects of hallucinogenic substances:
"No really. I think acquiring Insurance
cover for a glider should be relatively
easy ... "
"I see. In the same way Mike Tyson
should be able to get covered for 'accidental collisions with large negroes
with fists like cannon balls and
psychotic tendencies' perhaps?"
"Er, not quite ... "

kalike golf clubs head off on a flight to
Calcutta as you settle into your
economy seat on a Fokker Friendship
bound for Canberra.
Indeed, the chances of having your
bicycle or golf clubs stolen far exceed
the probability of somebody trying to
discreetly make off with 70 pounds of
prime glider as it sits on the roof racks.
These other sports items are much
more usable or saleable - therefore
desirable for a thief. Ergo: it should
cost less to insure a glider than a bicycle
against theft. With me so far?
Now, you will have noted that I have
limited my thesis thus far to insuring
against theft. I understand the inherent
dangers associated with aviation, and
the high risk of accidents that may
cause damage to the aircraft, and injury
to the pilot. No, I am talking about insuring our precious sports kit against
theft, nothing more.

"Um, not exactly what I had in mind .. "

"What use is that?" I hear you cry. Picture the scene: the sky is clear but for
a few puffy balls of cloud, the wind is
perfect as you rub the sleep from your
eyes to survey the weather. Its on. You
scamper about clutching those essentials before rushing out to the garage to
dust off the kite. Shock horror! Where
once there was thousands of dollars
worth of dacron and aluminium, there is
now an extremely vacant spot, and a
bad feeling in the pit of the gut.

Insuring a hang glider against theft is no
more outrageous than insuring your
nice shiny new mountain bike that just
cost you more bucks than you could
comfortably stuff into a brief case, or
paying a small premium to ease the pain
when your entire set of Greg Norman

Your personal best cross-country flight
brings you to rest just beyond the black
stump. You collapse the glider and set
off to contact your friends with a little
help from Telecom. On returning to that
innocent, welcoming little paddock you
find only cow pats, grass and laughing

"Or perhaps Wayne Gardner could get
a neat little policy that covered him for
.... unintentionally losing his grip on a
two wheeled ballistic missile whilst
negotiating rather tricky little chicanes
encountered on his Sunday afternoon
spin .. ' Very comforting for Mr Gardner
on those occasions he finds himself
passing the checkered flag without his
motorcycle."

I am sure we can get more gliders on if we can just find more rope.
Grahal'!l Kohr & Neil Schaeffer at Killarney - p. by Stuart Lutton

Kookaburras; but not your pride and
joy. I hope I still have your attention at
this point; scoff not at these scenarios.
The doubting Thomases amongst you
might like to chat to Tony Armstrong
about the likelihood of having a glider
go missing. Vibes, our champion of the
skies returned to a meadow to collect a
Foil that was fresh out of the wrapper.
Its disappearance has been rewarded
with a nasty writ being slapped on the
unhappy victim.
Right. On with the sums. Currently
there are about 1500 members of the
HGFA. I believe it is fair to assume that
most of these have personal asset
sheets that include a hang glider and
associated equipment. If we each paid
just $50 per annum for example, it
would be a foolish underwriter that turns
away a potential $75,000 a year repeat
business. Insurance Is a risk business,
you determine potential net gain having
calculated possible losses. Very few
gliders go missing (but would you like
yours to be one of those few?) therefore
the net gain for our friendly neighbourhood insurance company is very high .
"Ah-hah! But every glider that gets
pranged will mysteriously get "stolen"
shortly after its argument with that tree."
Got it covered. Serious accidents are
reported to the HGFA. The insurance
company would check to see if the
claimant had been involveo in any accidents. Besides, how many aging and
broken bicycles and Sony Walkmans
find their "theft" details listed on claim
forms each year. The insurance companies build this into premiums.
"Okay wise guy, so why not go and get
your kit insured?"
Little 01' me wanders into insurance office waving a few crumpled dollar bills:
"Please mister, I want to insure my hang
glider ... "
It would resemble the porridge scene
from "Oliver Twist". However, our freshly-scrubbed HGFA representative
breezes into said office waving a business plan showing potential annual
revenues of big bickies - and growing,
and he might at least get an ear.
Face facts. Thieves abound. Surely the
kite is worth a dollar a week.
Stephen Rickwood
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When you get Itchy feet again continue on to Eungella for the
annual competition starting Sunday 23rd September and
running thru to the 30th September. This would be
Australia's richest competition on the National ladder with a
minimum of $3,500 .cash and thousands more In prizes spilt
between A and B grades.
Any persons wanting more information on the Gillies competition phone Warwick Gill on (070) 537768 and the Eungella
competltion,-Dave Lamont on (079) 461157.
Remember when you fly In North Queensland competitions
your entry fees go to the pilots, not the organlsersl

~ ,.~(

Ethel

1990 Ansett Fosters Eungella Chalet
Hang Gilding Championships
Hang Gliding Package
Includes Guest House Accommodation (Twin Share)
Dinner, Breakfast PER PERSON PER DAY = $27.50

hY~_
2...

((

Eungella Fly-in
Queen's Birthday Long Weekend
Capricorn Sky Riders annual social fly-in.
Newell (079) 393769

Contact Shane

Comp Dates From Denis Cummings
The 3rd World Microlight Championships are scheduled for
19-26 August 1990 at Dunakeszi Airport, Hungary. Anyone
going?
The 7th European Hang Gliding Championships are in
June or July 1990 (that's what the calendar of the FAI says)
at Tolmin, Yugoslavia
2nd Category Events on the FAI 1990 calendar for hang
gliding are:
1-4 June "Alpen Open", Innsbruck, Austria
9-16 June "World Masters Hang Gliding", Kossen, Austria

SUPERLEAGUE
Round 3

July 14 to July 22

To be decided

Matthew Whittal, Superleague Director, Superleague HQ,
2 Cyprus St, Bethanol Green, London E2 ONN
Fax, Tel : 01 981 5941

NORTH QUEENSLAND
COMPETITIONS
Come to North Queensland for a hang gliding holiday and fly
the Gillies on the 15th and 16th September in Australia's
richest two day competition. With prize money in excess of
$3,500 paid out to tenth place plus valuable prizes, we believe
this was Australia's riches two day competition last year and
hope to have more this year.

Weekly Rate - Colonial Cabins Accommodation
One Bedroom cabin - Unservlced, 7 nights accommodation,
PER COUPLE = $315.00
Two Bedroom Standard Cabin - Unserviced, 7 nights accommodation MAXIMUM OF 5 PERSONS = $435.00
Two Bedroom deluxe Cabin -b Unservlced, 7 nights accommodation MAXIMUM OF 5 PERSONS = $525.00
Contact Eungella Chalet ph (079) 584509 Fax (079) 584503

r

wantingToGoSkiingThis I
I
Winter At Falls Creek,
I
Mt Hotham Or Mt Buffalo?
Ilf the answer is yes, then the Eagle School I
I of Hang Gliding can help you out with
accommodation in its newly extended two
I bedroom flat. The flat is fully self-contained with
8 beds, electric blankets, bedding, fully heated,
TV, video, Hang Gliding magazines etc etc

I
I

I

I
I
Ski Hire can be arranged on request
I Hang Gliders and equipment may be hired for I
the experience of flying from Mt Buffalo in the
I snow
I
I Bed and breakfast is $20 per night per person I
The most inexpensive place to stay I
I
in the north-east this winter
I Phone Julie and Stephen Ruffels on I
You only need to bring yourself

(057) 551724

LBO~k e~ly~ a~ld ~Sa~Oi!ment I
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Proposal to hold 1990 NSW State Titles
Compiled by Ian Jarman for the Sutton Forest Flyers Club
Initial draft proposal only
Desired dates:
Alternate dates:

19.12.90 to 31.12.90
28.11 .90 to 9.12.90

Competition area: SW slopes NSW, Central town Tumut (5
hours easy drive from Sydney)
Surrounding communities with services: Talbingo, Adelong,
Batlow, Tumbarumba, Holbrook, Humula, Tarcutta, Gundagai, Brungle, Coolac, Jugiong, Yass and Wee Jasper.
Tumut has about 8 pubs offering cheap accommodation.
There are several motels and several caravan/camping areas.
Adelong, Talbingo and Batlow are within easy access and
provide similar facilities. The area has a well established
tourist industry with stream and lake fishing, water skiing,
white water rafting, canoeing, horse riding, etc all available.
Not to mention the famous fruit area of Batlow, gold mining
history of Adelong and the Hydro scheme.
General : The competition area is bordered on the East by
Kosciusko National Park/ The Brindabella Range and the
Great Divide. This high country provides rain shadow protection from SE/E weather much the same as Corryong and
Bright areas with flights possible to both on good days. A
short forest barrier exists due south of Talbingo and Gilmore
in the Batlow region but excellent ridge/Valley systems exists
10km further west providing easy task setting alternatives in
this direction.
We have nominated the Hume Hwy as our western border so
that possible infringement on Wagga and Albury airspace is
avoided. A LL6000' corridor exists over Holbrook allowing
long goal tasks toward the W/SW .. this will need to be
confirmed by CAA when obtaining approvals for clearance
and height exemptions.
As most comps suffer when strong winds restrict task options,
this area, due to its location/geomorphological structures/land use and spring-summer weather patterns provides
the best competition venue so far utilized for foot launch

Warren Rae at Lake George - p. by John Willems

events in this
state. The area
shares similar
longitude and
climate to the
Parkes/Forb
,/---=
~ - .•. -=----.
~
~
es district but
has the advantage of a
plethora of
1000 ' + hills
and ridges .
This aspect
enables cross
wind ridge
soaring legs
and
easy
down wind
hops to the You thought the new gliders were
next ridge in small. We thought we'd get in first
E/NE
and
W/SW condi- to have the smallest.
tions. On the
major ridge systems the soarable face ranges from 10km to
30km long.
Flights to Nand NE either straight downwind or along ridge
lines present no landing or airspace problems with the 8000'
to 10000' steps covering these and most of the airspace within
comp area.
At the time of writing we have 8 definite sites. The area is not
untried or tested. In early April this year I took a class of
novice/intermediate pilots on a 7 day thermal course. They
flew every day achieving heights of 9500' and these pilots flew
40km courses in Missions. A 2 hour flight to Holbrook (80km)
sold me on the area; the wave lift mentioned occurred at
Gilmore in an overcast 15-20knt east wind . An intermediate
pilot climbed to 6000' by flying straight into the valley and then
holding position over valley centre until wind died, then flying
off to our nominated goal at Windowie. Early in the 80's the
area was well utilized by ACT pilots with its XC potential
regularly demonstrated.
Comp format: An open window contest for up to 100 pilots
of Intermediate to Advanced rating (intermediate will be
screened) standard. The contest will be run in 2 to 3 groups
of 30 to 40 depending on entry numbers. Main reason is to
reduce traffic and numbers on site.
After a minimum of 4 but maximum of 6 rounds the scores will
be normalised and groups will be resorted into total field order
and re-grouped as per placings. Pilots will fly final rounds to
determine final position within their group and hence overall.
(ie: Group 1 after cut is top 30 placings, flying for their final
order in top 30. Group 2 fly for position in places 31 to 60 and
group 3 fly for placings 61 onwards)
The contest will utilize a mix of both standard and "cats cradle"
type tasks with, whenever possible, all groups having common daily goals. The task philosophy will be for 20% completion rate for standard courses with tail , cross and headwind
legs if possible. All pilots will need data-back cameras as no
TO or finish times will be recorded . The finish line or final turn
point for timed legs will be at least marginally remote from
goal paddock, however goal paddock must be achieved for
max score.
At this point in time at least 25 turn points have been identified
(some already photographed from air) .
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I've been flying for a little over two years,
and decided it was about time I entered
a competition - for the learning experience, not any hopes of winning anything! The 1990 frobes Flatlands
happened to coincide with my school
holidays (modest thought hey are!) so I
entered and was able to join the team of
Mike Zupanc, Garry and April Davie and
two Canadian pilots.
I'm only an intermediate pilot and with
fairly limited towing experience, so it
was all new to me. Luckily, I was a few
days early and did some short cross
country flights, getting familiar with the
new ground. We firstly towed in last
year's paddock which was loaded with
thistles, but once the new paddock had
dried out sufficiently we headed there.
Ten minutes from Forbes, it is very convenient - and is it big! One thousand
acres divided into about twenty tow
strips, north/south and east/west, each
strip over 2 km long.
By Sunday Forbes was swarming with
pilots, cars and hang gliders. Many had
a practice day at the tow paddock, and
that night we had our first meeting at the
Vandenburg Hotel. In all, about 90
pilots registered with 4 withdrawing - 86
in all , including about 20 overseas
pilots.
Each morning we met at the briefing
shed to hear Denis Cummings' weather
summary, including temp traces taken
by trike earlier that morning. The task
or tasks were discussed and dayboard
photos taken. When we eventually
decide which direction we'd tow in sometimes a debateable point! - teams
headed out to set up and lie out ropes.
Byabout 12.30 pm most would be done,
and a few would start towing.
Most were car towing , with a few
winches, and some interesting situations resulted with 20 lanes towing at
once. Ropes would break, tangle, and
generally cause chaos, and winches
would rip in cables at near light speed.
However all did go remarkably smoothly once we all got going.
I saw some great tows - one Japanese
pilot almost did a 360 50 feet off the
ground while still on the rope. Some
spectacular nose ins as well as dramatic
landings and weak link breaks wee
other highlights. On my team Kevin was
being towed up and suddenly seemed
out of control and locking out. Next
moment his helmet fell down to the
ground . When he landed Garry and I
were still on the ground laughing.

Somehow the tow rope had caught
under his microphone and was strangling him as he towed up.

Unfortunately, I was 50m short of the
goal line, but it was a good day nonetheless.

"Dust Devil!! " was a common cry as a
whirly whirly raced towards set up
gliders. I wondered why Mike Zupanc
was so careful to ties his glider down to
the car. Not for long, as I saw a dust
devil destroy two gliders! During the
comp I was hooked up about to "Go go
go" when I heard the dreaded cry. One
was coming from each side, and flipped
the glider in the adjacent lane! Garry
was amused at me trying to run away
with my glider while still connected to
the tow rope.

Well - to summarise. The ad in Skysailor
doesn't lie - definitely the best, highest,
furthest, longest flights I've ever had I
The opportunity to fly with some of the
best pilots in the world! For less experienced pilots like myself, one of the
best ways to improve my flying skills
that there is. Congratulations Drew
Cooper on your much deserved win,
and thanks to the many who made 1990
Flatlands what it was - Len and Jenny,
Lee Scott, John Redtruck, Bob Silva,
Denis Cummings, our computer scorer,
the landowner, and others whose
names I don't know. I'll be back next
year!

The FLYING was the best part. TAsks
varied from 80km doglegs, to 100km
out and returns, and triangles. Having
done little cross country flying myself, it
was quite intimidating. I decided I
would be happy with some personal
bests.

Bruce Blackshaw

Usually people started getting away
from about 1.30pm, the majority of
times on the first tow. With sometimes
20 gliders in the same thermal it was
interesting to say
-~
- ---:.
the least! Having
, ,,-1iC::zs:=:
lots of markers did
help on occasion,
although I tried to
r
resist the tempta"')
tion to just follow
J,
someone else .
Most days we were
getting to at least
7000 ASL , with
some pilots getting
to 12000 ASL on
one day - the best
and strongest thermals I've ever flown
in. At least 4 pilots
made goal every
day, with up to 30
on some
occasions. I was
despairing of ever ~
making goal , al'
though I was flying
personal
best
heights and distances almost every
day. Making the
turnpoint
and
taking the photo
was my thrill. On
the last day we had
a straight line task
of about 70km, and
my proudest moment was landing in
the goal paddock.
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Report 1
Dear Marie
I have recently acquired my recreational
Paragliding licence and have become
wrapped In the sport. On 20th February
I travelled to Thredbo to observe the 1st
National paragliding Championships to
be held In Australia. I found it most
interesting to see some of Australia's
and the world's top pilots competing in
what can only be described as less than
perfect conditions.
On the second last day of competition I
assessed the conditions & surprise,
surprise; as the day drew on the howling
winds became so benign that even I felt
that a safe launch was possible. My first
tentative flight was without Incident,
however, on my second flight ofthe day
I landed heavily and succeeded In sustaining fractures to my right leg. I can
still see one of those "Big Bad Snowy
Mountain Boulders" rushing up at me,
as I descended in what seemed to be
never-ending sinkl Looking back, I see
that I should have turned around when
I had the height to get away - easy to
say now.
Observing my fall from the sky was Joe
(Bolle) Ipoll ito. He was quickly on the
scene & we both concluded that due to
the angle of my foot in relation to my leg
that something was very broken. Soon
Gary Dennis, the safety officer for the
competition, had an air-splint on my leg,
World No.2, Terrie Barboux and Instructor Brian Webb had manufactured a
stretcher from a wind-sock pole & some
harnesses. (Somehow I think that
they'd seen it all before!) A few minutes
later my parapente was packed and
great efforts were being made by a
group of men to cart me the seven
kilometres across the mountains back
to Thredbo. It seemed difficult at first for
them to navigate around the rocks as
directions had to be co-ordinated in
three different languages so that
everyone went the same way.
The going was slow and painful, mostly
for them. I could see shoulders popping, backs breaking and guts busting.
I wished I had my camera to catch some
of the strained expressions. Actually;
by now I wished that I could shrink away
In embarrassment, so did everyone else
- I'm not a small lad and to them it
seemed like I was getting heavier.
After a couple of hours, I was at
Thredbo's First Aid station. Suddenly
from out of nowhere, as if to add insult
to Injury, Mark Warren and a camera
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crew from Wide World of Sports appeared, ready to put me on national
television as "loser of the week". Thankfully they didn't use any of the interview
·In the program that went to air.
Hopefully I'll be back in the air soon.
For a time I'll make sure that I fly nice
and close to access roads or sites with
nice 'friendly' landing sites. To all those
who sweated and toiled to get me out
of my predicament, I thank you. I hope
the few beers you had on me that evening went down well.
Safe flying!
V. Grateful

Report 2
Pilot:
Site:
Date:
Wind:
Glider:
Pilot Rating:
Pilot Injury:
Cause of
Accident:

Stuart Andrews
Mt Crackenback,
Thredbo Village
19th March 1990
E.N.E. 0-3 knots
Swing Orbit 28
Paraglider
Advanced, 340 flights
Fractured coccyx
Lack of take-off speed

During 4 previous flights take-off had
been accomplished in a E.N.E. wind
varying in strength between 6 to 10
knots thus only requiring a couple of
steps to become airborne. On arriving
back at he top I found the wind had
dropped to between 0 and 3 knots and
decided to finish the day with a glide
back down to the village.
The canopy established normally but I
didn't put enough effort into the run to
gain sufficient airspeed for a normal
take-off under the prevailing light conditions. After going off the edge the glider
sank towards rocks and in an effort to
avoid them I applied right brake causing
the glider to bank right, speed up and
lose height. I then hit a large rock fracturing my coccyx and was hospitalised
for 10 days.
This accident emphasises the need for
a strong, committed effort during the
most imp90rtant phase of any flight, the
take-off.
A greater awareness of the very light
conditions would have resulted in a
stronger take-off run and the day would
have been finished by a flight down the
mountain with a Paraglider .instead of a
ride · down the mountain in an ambulance.
.
Stuart Andrews

Report 3
Site:
Glider:
Ratin~:

Conditions:
Damage to
glider:
Pilot injury:

Flaxton
MoyesXS
Advanced
Marginal but square on
Broken keel and 2
broken uprights
Concussion, bruised
chest, face, arms, legs

Reason for accident: Winds dropped
off so 2 gliders went for bombout paddock at the same time. First glider lands
breaking bpth uprights in heavy landing. Pilot can't shift glider quite enough.
Other pilot can't land in the same place
so decides to land across paddock on
spur of moment.
My opinion is pilot would have done
perfect landing had he made it knowing
his experience but he didn't see power
wires. Result: glider hits wires, cuts 4
wires in half and a big blinding arc flash,
all in a split second. Pilot said he didn't
see wires until he was right on them. He
also knew they were there so I'm blaming his dark glasses. It might be a safety
thought to take one's glasses off when
coming in to land. I once got a fright
when a glider came out of clouds
straight at me and it was only the
evasive action by the other pilot that
saved the day. Black leading edge,
black clouds and black language from
the pilot when I landed but when I took
my glasses off I could see as clear as
day.
There is one sad report to this accident.
The pilot who landed first rushed over
to the second pilot, stopped 20 metres
from him and asked if the injured pilot
was OK. When there was no answer he
rushed to the nearest house, bashed on
the door and called "Hello I wish to use
the telephone". There was no answer
so pilot went into house and rang ambulance, police and SEQEB. The lady
of the house was having a shower and
didn't hear pilot on phone. Both lady
and pilot got a shock when she saw a
strange man using her phone and he
saw a naked lady standing there.
The injured pilot's mates were quite
upset that the first pilot had not stayed
to assist. The first pilot had done the
right thing by calling all the services as
there were live wires lying on the
ground. Remember if you ever see an
accident like this don't touch the injured
person until all the power has been
switched off as you could be roasted
alive on the spot.

Broken live wires are dangerous.
Remember - Think - They are Aliyell
The pilot in this accident is now flying
again. Thank the almighty who watches
over us in our safe, if we make it, sport.
Sunshine Alf
Report 4
Pilot:
Experience:
Glider:
Date:
Site:
Injuries:
Glider
damage:

Geoff Martin
5 years
Sabre 155
Friday 13th
Long Reef, good
conditions
Dislocated right elbow
bent right-hand battens

Hadn't flown for 5 months, so I was very
enthusiastic and rusty. I had flown
twice already when I took off for a last
fly before heading to the beach. It felt
good throwing the glider around, so I
decided to try a wing over. Completed
the wing-over successfully but lost
more height than I had anticipated.
Should have committed myself to a
landing then but its hard carrying your
glider up from the bottom of Long Reef,
so I kept flying along the ridge until
nearing the seaward end, where I finally
accepted the inevitability of a landing.

Unfortunately touchdown was
imminent and I hadn't decided
on a specific spot. My only
realistic option was a grassy
area with a post at the side.
My right wing hit the post and
I spiralled in. Let go of the
A-frame, but on impact my
elbow hit one upright. The
resultant dislocation was excruciatingly painful, and my
thanks and gratitude go to the
Long Reefers and their
girlfriends who helped me. I
was also very grateful that the
Northern Beaches Club had a
First Aid Kit. The air-splint
gave Immense relief Immediately. I would suggest that
First Aid Kits are an excellent
thing to have at sites.
In summary I would say it was
the old over-confidence
syndrome, combined with
plain laziness that was my
downfall.

The 1st World Open
Hang Gliding XC in
Wakayama, Japan
Czech
Tottori
Austria
Aust
Brazil
USA
Mexico
USA
Aust
France
Aust
Aust

Tomas Suchanek
Isao Imajima
Herbert Kurh
Steve Moyes
Paulo Coelho
6 Tony Barton
7 Miguel Gviterres
8 Jim Lee
9 Carl Braden
10 Gerard Thevenot
15 Jenny Ganderton
21 Toni Noud

1
2
3
4
5

Yours in pain
Geoff Martin

The Quick Release Tow Bridle

WA HANG GUDING TRAINING CENTRE

* Hang Gliding instruction

The Quick Release tow bridle has a stainless steel
main body which is only 37mm long x 12mm
diameter. It incorporates a shear pin, a pulley, tie off
pin for the rope and uses a webbing 2 ring release,
making it all very small and light. Another new innovation is a keel harness allowing easy set up and
adjustment. It also distributes the load over a wider
area reducing focal pressure across the keel.
Send $68 + $4p.p. - return unused within 14 days
for refund

* Tandem instruction
* Ratings
* Tandem pleasure flights - coastal or inland

*Towing Endorsements

- Hang gliding accessories - Used gliders & eguipment - Repairs - Towing bridles - Books
- Tow ropes - Helmets- Videos - Sun glasses - Carrabiners - Radios, UHF"& CB - Instruments

* Moyes Dealer * Enterpise Wings Dealer * AirBorne Windsports Dealer
Contact: Mike Duffy, 32 Eton St, North Perth, W.A. 6006, Ph: (09) 4442569
~
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Aches and Pains In Hana Gliding Part 3
by Brian Hampson, Sports '"Physiotherapist

Back pain and Hang Gliding

apply to any activity. Before describing
these concepts a brief description of the
basic anatomy of the spine will make
understandirig them easier.
Anatomy of the Spine

Somewhere within the range of 75-80%
of our population suffer at some stage
from back pain. It is also the most common disorder treated by the medical
profession. It is not surprising then that
many of our hang gliding community
suffer from back pain. it is not only the
heavy worker who has troubles. the
office worker has just as many
problems due to poor sitting. standing
and waling posture, bad lifting and carrying habits and under-developed musculature which all add tot he stresses
placed ont he spine.
This debilitating condition can be
prevented by exercising care and
respect for the back during daily tasks
such as sitting, standing, working, exercising and recreational activities like
hang gliding. I will cover mainly back
care with respect to hang gliding in this
article but the same basic concepts

11

The spine is built of many bony blocks
~\ ..~'::; ..
called vertebrae which are separated
•
and bound together by semi-flexible
shock absorbers called discs. The vertebrae are stacked on top of each other F' 3 I
and held together by the discs, liga- 19.
ments, muscles and bony protrusions damaged, ego by a disc bulge, then
from the vertebrae. An S shape curve there may be pain, weakness and loss
is formed which is the ideal shape to of sensation in a small area only. A
transmit forces from one end of the 'slipped disc' is a term wrongly used to
trunk to the other. Variations of this describe a disc bulge or herniation. The
shape arise from poor posture and disc itself does not actually 'slip' or
these variations compromise load move. It may bulge or split and release
transfer. The vertebrae are named ac- its soft contents backwards against the
cording to their position in the spine,
spinal cord or spinal nerve. As seen in
hence cervical (neck), thoracic (rib fig . 2, bending the back forwards
area), and lumber (lower back). The causes the disc to bulge backwards.
lumbar spine, being at the base of the The opposite occurs with bending
spine, take the majority of the load and
backwards but the disc is rarely injured
are easily abused by poor posture and
in this way. Disc injuries occur mostly
bad lifting techniques. Therefore the from poor posture and bad lifting techlumbar spine is most commonly niques. Fig. 3. There are many small
muscles, ligaments and tendons in this
responsible for back pain.
area and these may also be injured.
The spinal cord, which is made of spinal Therefore back pain can result from a
D.e.nlaS, travels from the brain to the
variety of tissues and can range from
lower back through holes in the ver- simple muscle strains to life threatening
tebrae and is protected by their bony nerve injuries.
protrusions. At each vertebral level a
small nerve (spinal nerve) escapes from posture
the main cable of the spinal on each side
and travels to some place in the body, The correct posture is indicated by the
ego arm or leg, to tell the muscles how curve of the back in Fig. 4B. This is a well
and when to work and to pick up infor- balanced curve which generally does
not present any problems. When the
mation about pain, touch, heat, cold
etc. Therefore, if we fracture a ver- abdomen protrudes forward this places
tebrae and damage the spinal cord in- strain on the tissues at the front of the
side, it will result in loss of muscle vertebrae. (Fig. 4C). The reverse is a
control and sensation below that level. flattening of the lower back and places
Alternatively, if a small spinal nerve is a rearward pressure on tissues. (Fig.

cerica l
spin3

»

thoracic
spi:1e

lun bar.
spine

Bo.c. '" v.:.orO
Fig. 1
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4A). This posture is more common and
usually results from many hours of sitting slouched in a chair. When poor
posture is developed the major muscles
controlling the back and pelvis; ie, the
hamstrings, quads. , and hip flexors,
tend to tighten up while others such as
the abdominals weaken. These changes reinforce poor posture and need to
be corrected. The correct balance of
muscle strength, flexibility and good
postural habits is the key to a healthy
spine.

lift the glider off the ground and they're
holding the nose down. From experience the glider weights about a ton.
Therefore, lifting technique is just as
important when the glider is set up as it
is getting it on and off the car. Communication and understanding between the pilot and assistants is just as
important. Remember, always be
prepared for an unexpected load.

Back discomfort while flying may be a
combination of preflight abuse and discomfort caused by the flying itself. Pain
Common Causes of Back Pain As- caused by the flying is most likely due
sociated with hang gliding
to fatigue of unaccustomed muscles to
overuse and exerCISing
these
muscles in a static
position. (WHy this
causes pain is explained in the "Neck
Pain" article) Any
time we apply a
force through the
arms or legs the
trunk tenses up to
support the limbs.
Therefore when we
A
8
G
are banking hard in
a turn the back is
working as hard as
Back pain often starts on the drive on
the way to the flying site, particularly if it the arms. If the back muscles are not
is long. This discomfort is usually pos- trained for this exercise they fatigue eartural in origin and is easily settled by ier' complain more and are more easily
correcting posture and using a back damaged. Similarly, if the limbs are not
support on the seat. A small pillow or trained sufficiently they won't work effirolled up towel placed behind the lower ciently and this inefficiency will be
back gives good support. Postural dis- passed on to the back.
comfort in sitting is usually due to
slouching forward which caused the A badly designed or ill-fitting harness
disc to bulge at the back and puts all of can also add to back problems. A well
the rear muscles, ligaments and joints designed harness will support the total
length of the body from the shoulders
under pressure. If this position is held
for long periods then damage can be down. If it does this unnecessary
done to these tissues. If the back has muscle energy won 't be spent trying to
been subjected to poor posture preced- support unsupported segments. For
example, if the legs aren't supported by
ing an activity then it is more likely to be
the harness the lower back and bum
injured and less force is required to
muscles have to work hard to keep the
damage tissues. So it is important to
legs
in line with the trunk. A harness
watch posture particularly before hard
which
is too short or too long will cramp
work or vigorous sport.
the body and not allow for stretching
and relaxation or not allow the legs to
Poor lifting and handling the glider can
also cause back problems, particularly contribute to the control of the glider
after a long drive. Lifting badly with a respectively.
flexed spine can increase the forces
through -the spine ten fold so that a 50 After flying back pain will be made
kg glider now places a 500kg load on worse by stooping while packing up,
the base of the spine. This can cause rounding the back while lifting the glider
real problems· such as herniated disc or on and off the car and slouching in the
ruptured ligaments. A combination of 1 car on the way home and when you get
hours poor sitting posture followed by there.
lifting a 50 kg glider thoughtlessly is
Generally speaking, back pain can be
enough to make you miserable for life.
caused by dOing nearly any activity with
Ground handling can also be
poor posture and/or poor technique.
dangerous. How many times have you
Serious injuries often occur but are easihad an inexperienced person on the
ly prevented.
nose wires on a windy day? You go to

prevention
Posture
Posture Is important in every activity we
do. If the back is aching during an activity then the posture you are in is
probably wrong and is placing stress on
the back and therefore needs adjusting.
Look at the standing postures in Fig. 4
and the lifting and sitting postures in Fig.
5 and compare them to your own. Does
your posture require attention? The
stretches shown in Fig. 5, the abdominal strengthening e~ercises in Fig.
7 and back strengthening exercises in
Fig. 6 are very helpful in restoring and
maintaining a good posture. However,
most ofthe change must occur by thinking about posture and consciously correcting mistakes. After 4-6 weeks of
constant reminder these adjustments
become automatic.

1..ifting
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Fig. 6

~
Fig. 7
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A hang glider is plenty heavy enough if
lifted incorrectly to cause a major disc
injury which can make life miserable.
EVeryone, irrespective of age, is susceptible to this kin9 of injury. Don't
think because you are 25, as fit as a
fiddle and built like a brick outhouse that
you can throw your glider around however you like. I've seen plenty of these
who didn't get away with it. Fig. 5
shows it all. Bend the knees, keep the
back straight, brace the trunk by tensing
up the abdominal muscles (if you have
any to speak of) and lift with the legs,
June 1990 SKYSAILOR 13

keeping the load close to the body. This
will minimize the stresses placed on the
spine and It's supporting structures. I
hop Instructors include this information
In lessons to all new students.
preparation
1. General strengthening program -

wards and puts stress on the rear tissues. Now look at Fig. 9.
Arching backwards reverses this bulging
and restores the disc to it's correct position. Therefore any time you have been
bending forward, ego lifting, sitting, you
should then arch backwards. (Fig. 10)
Do this 4-6 times and hold the stretch

lifting and carrying and help take load
off the spine. Good strong abdominal
muscles are important for back care.
The abdominals should be trained as for
Fig. 7. The exercise is made more difficult by bending the knees more and
bringing the feet closer to the bum, and
by moving the arms to the chest, behind

t

1llb.

~~.

r
KMP bKk .'c~ when Wflino

Fig. 5
When using any of the major limb
muscles the back too is working to support the limbs. Therefore a general
weight training program of arm, leg,
chest, back and abdominal exercises
will help to strengthen the back and
better prepare it for activity.
2. Specific strengthening exercises
a. prone tJyes - these were described in
the shoulder article.
b. prone armneg exercises (Fig. 6) these exercises strengthen the muscles
of the entire length of the back. · They
should be done progressively, ie, start
with a few of the first exercise and when
you can do 15-20 without too much
trouble start on the next, and so on.
Some people will tell you that these
exercises are harmful. This is not true
as long as they are done progressively
and without · pain. Do the exercises
slowly, don't force the arms and legs
too high and try to build up to 20 of each
3-4 x week.
c. Abdominal exercises - the abdominal
muscles act to brace the trunk during
14 SKYSA,LOR June 1990

the head or by holding a small weight
behind the head. Straight-leg situps are
bad for the spine and having someone
hold the feet works the leg muscles and
not the abdominals. When doing the
twisting exercise stay twisted tot he side
all the way up and down. Don't twist
violently in mid air like you see the gym
yobbos do. Start with 10 of each. Do
them very slowly - up and down. Aim
for 2 lots of 20 of each exercise 3-4 x
week.
3. Mobility/stretching exercises
a. prone and standing extensions (Fig.
8) - most people can benefit from arching their backs backwards often. We
spend far too much time bending for-

:~~~e
~~~dSt~.t:~;~ .;.:1·~~)
the correct amount
of eXtension in the
spine as a result.
Look back at Fig. 3
again and remember that bending
forwa·rdcauses the
disc to bulge back-

back for a second or two. The exercise
can be done while lying in front of the
TV and can be maintained for up to 20
minutes at a time. If the exercise hurts
the back don't arch so much. If it still
hurts then don't do it.
b. Stretches - in Fig. 5 are good back
care exercises. EAch stretch should be
held for 1 minute.
BEFORE FLIGHT

Setting Up
- lift glider carefully obey all of the rules
of lifting and carrying
_when working at ground level, ego putting in battens, pulling on tension, get
down on one knee and keep the back

~
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straight
- be careful
when ground
.... •.. : ,
handling
glider, particularly in
strong wind
Fig. 9
when the forces are much greater. Have someone
experienced assisting and communicate well with them.

""'.'7~
':" _
=

INFLIGHT

one else is not necessarily best for you.
- bend hips and knees every now and
then to keep the lower back loose and
maintain good circulation. Unzip if you
need to.
- try to stay relaxed, particularly in the
back. Keep reminding yourself to relax
the muscles which aren't in use. We
tend to tense up a lot when we're
scratching. This is a waste of muscle
energy.
- a good way to relieve back pain is to
drop into hang when it is convenient.
This relieves strain
particularly on the
upper and middle
back. I read an article from a pilot
from
Rainbow
Beach who had to
build a supine harness to relieve his
back pain. This is
another option.
- finally, if back pain
during flying is just
unbearable, don't
give up on the best
recreation in the
world. You can buy
a portable TENS
unit for about $175 which is very effective at giving pain relief during such
activities. This unit is light weight and

df~utc
Fig. 10

-comfortable harness is mandatory.
You may need to try a few different
harnesses of various sizes to find the
right one. The right harness for some-

about the size of a transistor radio. You
hook up some attachments to the painful area before takeoff and just turn the
machine on when the pain starts. It
works by electrically blocking pain pathways so the brain doesn't find out about
it. It would be simple to fly with. See
your local physio if you're interested.
They can arrange a trial.
AFTER FLIGHT
- do a few extensions in standing (Fig.
8) after landing.
- remember correct lifting and handling
techniques. We are particularly prone
to injury when tired.
- the glider can be packed up on it's A
frame to minimize the amount of bending to remove battens, etc
- sit properly in the car on the way home.
This may be hard to do when tired but it
can save a lot of unpleasantness later.
Use a lumbar roll to support the lower
back while sitting.
- if the back is sore when you get home,
have a hot shower and then try extensions in lying prone (Fig. 8) for 10-20
minutes. Ice or a hot water bottle may
also help relieve aches and pains. Massage is also great if done correctly.
Think about your back always and take
good care of it. If you do you may still
be flying hang gliders at 70.
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Aerial Technics Hang Gliding Centre and Hang Gliding Hut
P.o. Box 180, Helensburgh, N.S.W. 2508. Ph: (042) 942545
The home of Hang Gliding have moved again!
~
Back to 42 Stan well A venue, Stan well Park.
As you can see, we have lots of goodies - so if it's a
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MISSION 170
XIS EASY
XIS 142
XIS 155

LITE DREAM 220 - Certified tandem glider ................... $ call
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We accept Bankcard/Mastercard.
Telephone order service.
All prices include sales tax.
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BALL vario/digital alt. from ......................... $749.00
MAST AIR digital vario/ alt .......................... $630.00
BALL M20 compact wrist vario .................... $365.00
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Novice to advanced - too easy! ............. $2997.00
Intermediate to advanced
no glass tips, simplistic and it goes! ...... $3221.00
Lightweight and control
plus the famous XIS glide ...................... $4200.00
Leader in performance
now with kingpost hang ......................... $4200.00

Notice Board: Ota

----

E

MaslerCard.

._

•

X-ACT front entry with slider ....................... $900.00
THE D SCOTT front entry racer ................. $750.00
POD LITE compact and comfort ................. $499.00
POD the ever reliable ..................................... $499.00

GI,~~I~§plg§&
Books-Skills ............... $16.00
Techniques ....... $13.00
Conditions ........ $13.00
The Right Stuff $15.00
Flying Suits .............. $185.00
great colours
Hand-fairings ............. $35.00
Hang Loops ............... $11.00

Helmets 10 sizes .............. $52.00
Steel carabiners ............... $29.00
Sunglasses ...................... 25% off
Bolle/Oakley
Spares - full range ............ $ call
T-shirts - s/sleeve ............. $25.00
Llsleeve w/collar .............. $35.00
Video 'Leading Edge' ..... $45.00

~.• . .•·.· .· .I.T3J;Jiulg~1
HIGH ENERGY SPORTS - Made in U.S.A .................... $495.00
METAMORFOSI - super light p/apex from Europe ....... $595.00
BRS BALLISTIC - rocket deployed - fast ........................ $ call
CHUTE REPACKING collection/delivery ...................... $ 30.00
Ask about our Student Pilot / Club Discount.
Postage not included.
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Wedding Bells

Brian & Nikki tie the knot.
have settled and
now run their very successful paraglid ing school.

January 20th 1990 brought a standstill
to the hang gliding and paragliding
community of Bright, as we witnessed
the biggest jump ever made by the two
partners of Alpine Paragliding.

The wedding ran smoothly, but there
were a few hiccups before we actually
made it there. Like the best man leaving
the house before telling me how to take
the roof off the bridal car; Nikki not
being able to find a battery for the miniature vario which was strapped to the
opposite leg to her garter, and a
telephone call telling me my glider had
fallen off Skip and Craig's (the yanks)
car and been dragged along a bitumen
road .

The scene was set at the foot of Mt
Buffalo, at the famous Mt Buffalo
Caravan Park. At sunset, Nikki and
Brian exchanged vows, surrounded by
an isle of hang gliders alongside a running stream.
Brian and Nikki, originally from England,
fell in love with Australia and especially
the north east of Victoria, where they
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The latest news is that there are two little
Webbs on the way! Congratulations,
Brian and Nikki!

--------~-----
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Rose fletcher
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I'm sure Nikki and Brian will live 'happily
ever after' and we'll probably see little
Webbs floating around the sky soon!
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But apart from al the pre-wedding "excitement", the final outcome was absolutely eplc, with everyone having a
marvelous time, and everything being
so well organised. Which brings me to
Julie Ruffels and Rosemary, who have
both now gone into the catering game!
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FLASH2a
AUSTRALIA's FIRST LEGAL TWO SEAT TRIKE !

It's beautiful to look at, the quality of workmanship is superb and the finish is just dazzling !
J=irst in its class in the Around Britain air race the Flash really is a winner.
Standard equipment includes a streamlined shock strut suspension system, padded "bucket" seats, a sleek
carbon fibre reinforced cockpit (available in your choice of colour), wheel spats, carby anti-ice, individual tool
kit and map pockets, nosewheel drum brake, a "quiet kit" exhaust, bright polished aluminium throughout,
and of course the Flash speed wing.
Without doubt, the best Trike money can buy - the Flash !
ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD, SUNBURY, VICTORIA, 3429
(03) 744-1305, 439-6083 AH, 431-1869 FAX

Place a firm order for a FLASH !!J.is month we will include for no extra charge;
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CD
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CD
CD
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...

CD

SPECIAL
oFFER ! th~

• FREE flight training with a qualified Trike instructor (up to 10 hours)
• FREE pre delivery test flight
• FREE owners protection pack, including;
1. The UFM flat pack,
2. A Mr Funnel,
3. One litre of 303 protectant, and
4. A spare set of spark plugs.

Together

represenlS over $570 of wee extra goodies al no additional cost!

f/~------------------------~
YES, THE FLASH IS LEGAL!
I

·I

,J

I

,

J

,

I,

Many other brands of trikes are not type ap, proved, not legal and may never be legal. Be
careful, if the trike you plan to buy is not ap• proved under CAO 95.32 you can not fly it at
, . all! Not two up or solo !!
• With a legal machine approved and recog-

,
,

I nised flight training is available, insurance is I

We believe the FLASH is the worlds most advanced weight shift controlled Ul- , available and you can legally take passengers. ,
tralight. If you want the best and are not prepared to compromise on quality it's
~---~------------~-~-----~/
time you owned a Flash!

l

'

Down to Earth: Some Reflections of a Fledgling
In his wonderful book Even Cowgirls
Get the Blues, Tom Robbins writes:
''The principal difference between an
adventurer and a suicide is that the adventurer leaves himself a margin of escape (the narrower the margin, the
greater the adventure). A margin
whose width and breadth may be determined by unknown factors, but whose
successful navigation is determined by
the measure of the adventurer's nerve
and wits. It is always exhilarating to live
by one's nerves or towards the summit
of one's wits."

of control, down that
concrete
roller
coaster. In later years,
various friends have
commented on the
silly grin that creases
my dial whenever I'm
in similar circumstances, whether it be sliding down (yes, still
usually out of control)
a wave face, ski slope
or motorcycle dirt
track.

After reading this, it occurred to me that
perhaps I have a death-wish. My
mother, for one, has always been convinced of this. Well, not always. She
didn't really start to worry until I was
three years old, when she witnessed me
race my tricycle down a steep hill and
crash chest-first into a pile of broken
beer bottles. (It's true - I've got a scar
to prove it.)

Despite this convincing
anecdotal
evidence, I always
figured that I had a
healthy lust for life, and
that I would never
deliberately compromise my own wellbeing. Now I'm not so
sure.

It wasn't so much the accident that Last December I found
bothered Mum, although that was dis- myself out in the
tressing enough In itself, but more the beautiful rolling pasUnknown pilot, Middle Brother Mt - p. by
maniacal grin of pure pleasure that she tureland south of
flinging
swears was plastered across my chub- Mudgee,
Dorothy Colledge
by cheeks as I careered, completely out myself off hilltops in an
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , attempt to imitate the inspiration. I realised that unpowered
flight, a centuries-old dream of
mankind, was within my reach. I would
soar
with the birds, sharing my grin with
As pilots, you will have
Complete range of Hang Gliding all, at one time, been them in their airy realm. I would reach
confronted with that new heights of self-indulgent pleasure.
and Paragliding Instruments Now tired
cliche: If man Bull. Anyone who thinks it's fun dragAvailable
(sorry ladies, this one ging 35kg of sailcloth and aluminium up
was coined before we and down a hill for hours on end is
became enlightened crazy. I know. I did it. I've never been
• Two examples of the superbly designed
about how chauvinistic particularly religious, but as I
Davron range:
our language was) was shouldered my self-impose~ burden
meant to fly s/he (how and laboured up the hill, my apprecia• The "200 + II Micro vario/altimeter
about that for a solu- tion of Christ's suffering for humanity
only 66 x 64 x 27 mm in size, 154 g in weight tion?) would have been grew enormously.
Mountable on wrist or any upright
born with wings.
And then something truly spiritual hapI agree. The problem pened. I flew. A bird's eye view, the
11
was, though, for many wind in my face, and the fabulous
• The 11600 Flight Deck
Total energy varia, digital alti with 3 scales years, whenever I saw whoosh of air flowing over sailcloth. I
someone hang gliding,
Digital ASI and direct glide angle readout I felt an uncontrollable know it was a spiritual experience because when I landed I was inspired
All in one compact unit the size of a normal urge rising within me. I enough to try running back up the hill.
found myself smiling as I almost made it too. You know the old
varia. RFI suppression is standard
I watched.
Quite expression about the spirit being willing
• Plus many more models all very- competi_\VOyeUristic, really. I but the body being weak? Now I know
.
'
knew from experience where it comes from. Doesn't matter. I
tlvely priced.
that there was only one knew I'd be back for more.
way to exorcise this
demon. Do it. And Three weeks later, in a nondescript midPh one Pet er B0 Iton (08
) 3444 135 then when I decided in north coast NSW cafe frequently dapfor more details (Evenings best) or write to that spirit of the gr~at pled by delta-winged shadows, I
13 Percy Street, Prospect, SA 5082
Australian tradition to overheard this conversation ...
"avago yamug", I was "So how'd you go last night, mate?"
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' swept away with poetic "Good, good. Smooth sailing. How
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Unknown pilot, Stanwell Park - p. by Don Brann
about you?"
"Scratching all the way. Bombed out.
Did you make goal?"
Make goal? I wasn't aware of any night
events in the competition being held in
town that week. I recalled stopping
momentarily in the main street the previous night to admire a fingernail moon
as it rose, cupping dazzling Venus, over
the black bulk of North Brother Mountain. I hadn't seen any spectral shapes
flitting across the night sky, but now, as
I thought about some of the pilots I'd
met in last few days, I realised anything
was possible.
"Make goal? No mate. I was cruising
'til we got to the beach, but then I
bombed out too. "
"Too bad. She was really nice. What
was her name anyway?"
At about that time I realised I had more
to learn about this flying game than I'd
thought. Well, that's why I was there. I
also hoped that my girlfriend Lee-Ann
WOUld, by becoming involved , lose
some of her apprehension about what
she saw as yet another one of my selfdestructive habits. She's a caring person, and her views about hang gliding
were formed when sex was safe and
hang gliding was dangerous.
I'd assured her that things were different
these days, and so far things had gone
well. We'd met some nice people, seen
only one brand-new glider destroyed in
a spectacularly bungled take-off, and
dozens of nose-in landings that had
resulted in only a few broken uprights
and one broken wrist. I could tell she
was feeling much better about it already.
.
I had my first soaring flight, off Diamond
Head. I was in radio contact with an
instructor; that, and smooth coastal air
above soft sand combined to produce

a false sense
of secu rity.
Euphoria
flooded
through me. I
was flying!
Nothing to it.
It was easy.
Even Lee-Ann
felt comfortable,
and
shared my
exultation
with a kiss
when I landed
easily on the
beach after
30 minutes
flying that
seemed to

pass as quickly as one.
But two days later as I stood on North
Brother, gazing down at the tiny town
so far below and clutching wings that
seemed ragged and threadbare beside
the gleaming sailcloth surrounding me,
it was a different story. Fear knotted my
stomache and eroded my confidence.
It didn't help to realise that I wasn't the
only one. Like the others, I smiled and
joked so no-one could tell.

when the voice on my shoulder
crackled "enjoy your flight" and my instructor switched off his radio.
I sank below the ridge line and had
resigned myself to landing when a
surge lifted my right wing. I turned the
glider into it and circled. Suddenly, I
was back above the ridge, and still
climbing. "Whoop! " I began seeking
thermals more aggressively. The air
began to cool slightly, and I noticed a
light plane pass along the beach - below
me! Over and over I repeated to myself
in disbelief, "I'm doing it, I'm actually
doing it!" The next hour 40 minutes was
tingling with exhilaration. Someone
asked what was wrong with my face seems it was frozen in permagrin.
Well, that's what I did In my summer
holidays. Grinned a bit. As for work ...
I nearly forgot about that. Nothing like
tickling a computer keyboard to bring
you back to earth. I'm working on a
story about some crazies who ran ,
backpacked, kayaked and mountain
biked 3700km around the Kimberley.
They ran the gauntlet of sharks,
crocodiles, man-eating ants (that's not
sexist - they were all guys on this trip)
etc, all in punishing 350C heat. Funny
thing is, the photographs all show them
smiling, a kind of silly grin ...

Wings level, run hard, a good launch!
For a moment, I thought my fears
Aerial Featherbottom
groundless. In fact they were - I carried
them up with me. Then things got really
scary. I could only hear every third
word or so on the radio, the harness was
pinching me cruelly and turbulence
began to buffet my glider. The knot in
my stomache spread through my whole
body. Shit! Handle it, handle it! Fly
along the ridge, pick out the landing '
paddock, settle down, make a few passes, land. Phew! Look cool, tell LeeAnn everything was okay.
It was here suggestion to stay another
day, and that was the
one that really(
cliched it. Another

'-----------------"""""l
Position Vacant
p~rfect flying d~y~
Airplay School
of Hang
With fluffy whit
• •
cumulus
cloud
decorating an end
less summer sky. I
was talked up on the
radio,
and fel
relaxed. By now, I
had begun to realise
that turbulence, fa
from being some
thing to fear, was tc
be sought out, an in
dicator of possible
rising air. A twinge 0
insecurity crept bac~
into my stomac~

.

Gliding

Requires qualified instructors or
trainee instructors to live and work in
Cairns.
A retainer plus commission.
Will need a reliable, modern car.

For more information,
phone Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 AH
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Pilot Name

Flights/Scores . LJpda. te cur'Ten t

o
R.oss Hughan
Steve Ruffels
-Leo Arundell
F'etet- Mu f fet
Rob Julian
Harry Summons
Brian Webb
Mike Duffi.eld
Mike Grimes
Ian Haigh
Geof'f Leach
John Duffield
Mi c;:hael Hoyne
Tony Hughes
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310/690
23g/650
230/610
7g/550
140/520
210/590
220/600
7g/550
120/500
6g/540
160/540
7g/550
70/550
70/550

150 /530
100/480
110/490
70/450
40/420
60/440
70/450
50 /430
90/470
70/450
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O

60/440
80/460
130/510
110/490
90/470
110/490
100/480
140/520
100/480
60/440
401420
o~/o
OglO
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O

to:

110/490
70/450
70/450
70/450
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
OglO
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
Og/O
On!O
Og/O
Og/O

1/4/90 Tot.B.1 Scor"e
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Oq/O
Oq/O
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1550
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1440
1080
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Strictly For The Birds
I honestly don't know how it happened.
I'd been coasting for about an hour in
front of the most spectacular cliff I'd
ever flown. The late afternoon glow of
the sun highlighted all the reds and
oranges in the cliff and the view down
the valley was stunning. I was, figuratively speaking, in heaven.
It's academic now but I suppose a late
afternoon bubble caught my right wing
by surprise and the next moment I knew
I was going into a tree on the side of the
cliff. It's amazing how calm one seems
to stay in this situation - perhaps it all
happens too fast; I just remembered
someone's immortal words "grab on to
anything and hang on".

by John Trude

ravage my bare hands and arms. I to watch my friend's demise, myattenheard that naughty expression again tion was drawn to that part of the tree
and, opting out of a second count,
from whence I had savagely ripped out
threw my trousered legs over the that huge branch. Emerging now from
branch just as a second and third wave the hole in the trunk was a family of
of the little green eyed devils poured
possums, pulling out no doubt In
from their hole determined to repel this
protest at this unwelcome Intrusion.
unwelcome visitor.
Jr
This bought a little time
~
"
which I used frantically
.~
f
dusting ants off my
aching limbs. By now
Popeye's arms looked
'fwimpish in comparison to mine.
~
~'

£»

"

~

~~~.
..

~
~;/
It was in this upside
K
position that I turned .y
my attention to escapI did grab on and after forcing my eyes
ing from my harness
to open, found myself grasping a dead
and making it to terra
¥
."
Cl
((!!!
-r ¥branch. There was nowhere to put my firma. I knew it would
It
feet and for just an instant I dangled
t
/ iJ:
be silly to even think of
f
"t
,0 .Q
there and tried to take in my situation. I rescuing the glider by
",'--;,0<.-"",
had managed to hit a dead tree, a tree
myself, but having
that had somehow managed over the thought that, and because we'd been It was time for me to leg it out of there.
years to lose it's footing and was now hanging around together for a while, I I had just sidled over towards the trunk
leaning out from the cliff at 45°. I was
could not resist the smallest try. So and was hanging by one leg In prepara15 feet out from the edge of the cliff and
feeling well supported by the knees I tion for my descent when world war
175 feet up from the valley floor below.
began to gently tug, carefully push, and three started. Attracted by and obviously disturbed by the possums, a
I heard someone say "on thit!", and as I eventually fiercely yank at my dacron squadron of cockatoos screeched Into
friend.
Unfortunately,
when
it
did
break
would never say something like this I
my airspace and proceeded to shriek,
free it broke off a huge chunk of tree with
looked around for my potential rescuer.
flap,
agitate, and make as much noise
it and there I was, inverted, clutching a
There was nobody there.
70 pound glider by the base bar with as any human can abide. This attracted
I realised that I must have looked terribly another 50 or so pounds of dead wood a dozen other species Including magpies, crows, and a zillion minors, all
funny, and I was tempted to laugh but a suspended from one of the wires.
wheeling and diving and all seemingly
searing pain brought me back to reality
and the cause of my pain. While I had There comes a time in every man's life after me.
been looking at the scenery 1.7 million when a good friendship will inevitably The combined noise of screeching and
lead to dropping everything. This was
green ants (at first count) had started to
one of those times and not being able flapping was awesome. .My eyes wee
shut and my arms were wrapped tightly
Australian Team, Brazil 1990. L - R, Mike Zupanc, Peter Aitken,
around my ears when I felt the tree
Russ Duncan, Rick Duncan, Drew Cooper, 'Hatty' - driver, Steve
move. I think it was the jolt as the tree
stopped moving that I actually noticed.
Blenkinsop, Paul Mollison - Coach/Manager, Mark Newland
There was no mistake. Someone uttered that phrase again and my mind,
which had sunk into a fear induced
trance, became suddenly clear. I knew
exactly what I had to do.
~
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Ilet go.
Bathed in sweat, I came to. Apart from
the disorientation, a bump on the head
from the bedside table was my only
injury. A few deep breaths and I was
lumbering back into the sack and looking forward to some sleep. It would just
take a minute or two, or thr ...
At 7000 feet a minute, the cloud suck
really had me by the balls, and still the
wedgetail eagle WOUldn't let go. "Qh
thit" I heard somebody say ....
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STATE & CLUB NEWS
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HGWA

driveway and a half awake face in the
window. All in a day's hang gliding.

Howdy Sandgropers
Patience prevails and Easter gave us
the weather we needed to finalise the
State Championship. The final tally saw
3 points separate first from second and
Andrew Humphries is to be congratulated for his consistent form to end up
as WA State Champion. Kevin Walker,
three points behind must be wondering
what went wrong as he was leading until
the last day. The Easter comp itself was
won by Andrew with Kevin Walker and
Warren Hale taking the minor p[lacings.
Andrew will also receive the George
Bignall Perpetual Trophy for winning the
Easter compo

Oh, and incidently, Danny Byrne was
sent off on his European flying trip with
style at our Barby come party and we all
wish him well for his journeying.

The exec committee is considering a
different format for the State Championship. Having only one State competition held over 9 or 10 days rather than
2 or 3 comps of a few days. We invite
discussion from everyone. As the AGM
draws nearer we would like to once
again encourage a large turnout. As an
incentive, you could win prizes worth
hundreds of dollars from the range of
flying accessories that Leading Edge
offer. but you must be at the meeting.
Finally, the Ring of Confidence went to
Graham Openshaw for his comedy or
errors finishing with somebody else's
keys in his pocket as he headed back to
Perth after a day's towing, or was it a
day's hanging around from a wing wire,
or perhaps the broken upright. It could
have even been due to scaring the you
know what out of some unsuspecting
Mum at 7am when she discovered a
strange car, with a dead battery in the

Hang in there
Keith Lush

QUEENSLAND

sundays and Townsville, the pilots in
these areas have agreed to the administration being based in Cairns,
therefore all future submissions to
HG FA should be through Cairns and not
Brisbane. Furthermore the pilots have
agreed to allow Warrick Gill to act as
Regional Director and Dave Evans as
Regional Secretary.
3. The GiI.lies lease was again raised
and letters to local members of parliament seeking their assistance are to be
sent, asking them to lobby on our behalf.

4. A new rule: No gliders are to be
transported on any vehicle whilst still
assembled from the landing area to the
take-off at the REx. This is a dangerous
practice, bad for public relations and
will stop henceforth.

~5~ t
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Business: Your humble committee has
held yet another meeting and the high·
lights are as follows:
1. The club's new winch car towing
system has arrived int he north and will
be installed and tested as soon as possible. This system will mean never
having to wait for wind again, and will
soon be available to all qualified members.

2. The new HGFA Regions System
should soon be in place. Under the
system Old will be divided into 2 or
possibly 3 regions. Old Region No 1 will
cove Byron Bay to the Sunshine Coast.
"Bawdy" photo by Don Brann
Old Regi~n
No 2 Will
cover Whitsundays to
Cairns. Old
Region No 3
may cover
the area in
between or
the pilots in
this region
will have the
choice to be
administrat
ed by one of
the 2 other
regions.
After discussions with the
pilots in Whit-
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5. Club memberships for 1990, are
overdue, we need your $10. Post cheque or money to PO Box 6468 Cairns.
If you haven't joined the club for this
year then no newsletters or club
facilities.
6. Ernie Frei is off to Perth to meet a
man with a 4WD and tour the top end
for the next 6 weeks, he will give us a
report on new flying sites when he gets
back.
7. Fred Stokes Competition was held
last Sunday and a great day was had by
all. Trophies were awarded in 3
categories. Overall: 1st Warrick Gill,
2nd Gerry Gerus, 3rd Dave Evans, 4th
Robert Mangano, 5th Erni.e Frei, 6th Ray
Parsons, 7th Burt Steinman.
Positions Vacant:
COMPETITION DIRECTOR
Must be able to wake up early on Sunday mornings, check the weather
forecasts and decide today is a good
day to run last year's competition. Must
have access to a phone to call approx.
20 calls to Pt Douglas, Tablelands &
Cairns pilots to arrange competitors,
timekeepers & drivers. Experience in
designing tasks, arranging start gate,
holding pilot briefings, setting up & preflight of your own glider simultaneously
in 45 minutes is desirable. Essential is
the ability to design a PERFECT SCORING SYSTEM on the spot, with no outside assistance, or be able to withstand
EXTREME protests from competitors.
If this sounds like you, then you are
quite welcome to volunteer as the 1990

competition director. Just call us now
and all this could be yours.
The Croe Report by Joek the Croe
Well I've returned after a month of R &
R. It appears not a lot of flying was done
in my absence, but now the weather is
back on and the stories should start
rolling in.
During the week I went to my garage
and dragged my faithful old diver, the
Mega-Excess-Foiled-French-Kiss into
the backyard, then went to the
bathroom, borrowed Mrs Croc's Lady
Remington and proceeded to shave off
that & A %$# blue mould that seems to
grow on gliders during the wet season.
Geez I hate that job.
Then it was off to the Gillies for a bit of
a blast. When I got there 2 middle aged
blokes were setting up and making a bet
on who could fly the furthest north, so I
thought i'd get in ont he action and
make some money. Easy pickings.
The first guy, who looked like the Great
Greying Hunter took off in his M.S.G.
(Moyes Sinking Glider) and started to
circle, whilst the other guy wearing a
Foreplay Hang Gliding school T-shirt
spent 20 minutes ont he ramp trying to
find the best position on the uprights to
place his hands for takeoff. So once we
were all airborne we gained height, I lost
the others, so I set my compass heading
for north about 2000' above the clouds
and trucked out. The next time I saw
them they were just above Edmonton,

each trying to
psych the
other to the
ground, the
M.S .G. was
the first to
land in the
cricket
grounds followed closely
by the man
f r o rri
Foreplay,
who landed
at an extremely acute
angle and
only inches
from a tree
which would
have stopped
him anyway.

FOIL 152

Absolute ~ brand new (testflown only) Foil 152 Combat
for sale. I have to sell it dueto my devastating mortgage
-and my even more devastating wife. (on~ kidding!)
_ovely red , yellow and white sail with kevlar trailing
edge band. A giveaway at $3 ,950 . Call (02) 660 2309
and ask for William .

Then all hell broke loose, Federal police
& CM officials arrived in the helicopters
& 4WD vehicles arrived swarming on
the 2 pilots. Those guys must have
spun an incredible yarn to explain why
they had landed inside CTA limits.
Lucky boys in my book.
Anyhow I flew on, in the clouds, finally
landing on the racecourse at Cannon
Park in time to place the $10 I had bet
the others on a longshot in the 4.30 and
won a $1000. Yet another successful
day hang gliding in the tropics.
Gilly
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For Sale

Paragliding at Stanwell Park p. by Don
Capricorn Sky
Brann
Riders Hang Gliding
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Please Note: Eungella Fly-in,
Queen ' s Birthday Weekend .
Capricorn Sky Riders is organising its usual annual social flyin.
Maybe this year the weather will
actually let us do some flying in
between the card games. We'll
have quite a few new pilots there
this year thanks mainly to the
training activities of Butch and
Pat Purcell. Infactwehopetoget
around 20 pilots for the event.
Most of us have booked units behind the Chalet; if you're going to
be in it, you'd better book soon.
See you there!

P.S. I hear a couple of pilots visiting Rita
Mata had a nasty mid-air collision on
May Day, resulting in the structural
failure of one kite which then tuck and
tumbled to the ground. Hearsay has it
that the most serious injury was sustained by a wife, who was so impressed
with her husband's new trick, that she
fell over and sprained a wrist. The accident report/s should make interesting
reading!
Shane Newell

The (yet to be named)
Hang Gliding New~ for
tfle moment TH t:
CANUNGRA PUB CLUB
will do
Saturday 13th of May saw the QHGA,
AGM at the Canungra Pub, with a good
turn up including Ian Hird and Ric
Casters from byron Bay. thanks to all
for attending, it makes all the mid-week
meetings throughout the year
worthwhile. The secretary will forward
some results fo the meeting. I'd like to
reiterate the overwhelming feeling of
gratitude, of all present, to Dave Marsh
(and Chris) for the Job he's done as
President and acting Secretary over the
last year.
The next day, most people expressed
their appreciation for Tim's (the Sunshine Coast Representative) theory lessons and entertainment for the night, as
Ian was Hird to say, imagine him next
year with an Intermediate Rating!!
Sunday saw an informal competition
consisting of a Novice Comp 6 km's out
and return , and Advanced twice around
a 12 km triangle course, and a Spot
Landing Comp open to all Including the
bombouts. (A carton of beer as the spot
landing prize). It was noted that it was
the first time anyone had seen Mark
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Newlands abort a comp course in
favour of the bombout carton - whoops,
paddock.
Although the conditions could have
been more favourable, half the field
launched. Mark Berry 1st and Jon
Durant 2nd, completed the advanced
course, with Speedy and Gordo tying
for third - receiving some dollars fortheir
efforts. The 4 novice pilots received
twice their entry fee for launching. The
all important carton spot was taken out
by Steve Brock (Broccoli?). a
Novice/Intermediate entry. (Thanks to
the Cani.mgra Pub for the donation of
the carton)
That afternoon, with regionalization in
mind, the club was formed. So far our
only office · holder is Zuppie, voted as
treasurer when he put his hand upwhen
I asked who would mind the remaining
comp funds (onya Zoop). Till next time,
when we might have some more office
holders "keep it up" .....
Richard Nevins
PS. The next comp will be at Beechmont/Tamborine on Sunday June 3.
PPS. Congratulations Marie and Greg
on your new edition and addition.

New South Wales
HGFA Secretary's Report

from and my experience (for what its
worth).
The overwhelming majority of
Australian hang gliding pilots, in my
opinion, are interested in only one thing
and that is to fly as much as they can
with an absolute minimum or no interference or restrictive regulations. A
very few pilots find themselves pushing
specific barrows usually of self interest/reward (sometimes altruistic) and
end up In Administration, Comp organization, Training, Trikes, Civl etc.
These people put in long hours (some
more effectively than others) in pushing
their barrows for little reward either
monetary/power or recognition.
Most pilots are happy to let the "feW" run
the show and as long as it doesn't affect
flying why should anyone care what the
few do in their little worlds? The fact is,
some of the decisions made will affect
pilots on the hill and quite possibly in a
way that they won't like. So listen up
and be aware if not necessarily participative.
The organisation of hang gliding in
Australia has been brought into question because of its seemingly non
democratic structure. Our original constitution (it seems) has been rejected to
allow for the incorporation of HGFA and
we (the State associations) have (legally or not?) adopted a set of model rules
which bear no mention of hang gliding
or it's historic roots and to me are difficult to understand.

Fellow pilots, allow me to introduce
myself as the Interim HGFA Secretary
until the 1990 National Convention. My
name Is Rob Woodward. I'm 35 and
have been a member of SAHGA since
The conventions I have been to have
1977 accumulating over 200 logged
sadly, failed in many instances to live up
hours In a variety of hang gliders rang- .
to the hopes and enIng from standards to the latest state of
thusiasm of those
art creations. I am currently flying a present. That does not
Magic III and as a recreational pilot mean that conventions
would log around 20-30 hours per year
in the future will not
from a variety of SA coastal and inland
produce meaningful
sites.
improvements In our
sport.
However pilots
I have been involved on the SAHGA
do
need to bereally
committee In various capacities from
magazine (Icarus) editor to President come more organised
and I'm currently the SAHGA Ad- at site, club and state
level to ensure the administrator and HGFA Co-ordinator.
vances that were made
Though I don't claim to be a gun pilot I as the sport evolved
reckon I've been around the hang glid- are not nullified by our
ing scene long enough to understand
own ineffectiveness.
the pilot psyche and basic needs. So
Some pilots complain
perhaps as members read various
about their lack of
reports that I may write In the future
proportional repreyou'll understand where I'm coming
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sentation in HGFA under the current
structure and you can see that one vote
per state isn't proportional representation. However perhaps in our
sport, in ourcountry it's just as effective
as any other yet to be evolved system.
Just maybe pilots from the smaller
states, consciously or otherwise, can
use their votes to retain the individuality
of our sport.
I can remind those pilots who are still
worried about the smaller states pushIng through motions against the wish of
the larger states, that historically this
hasn't happened though it may in the
future.
Anyway, these are just a few things that
are floating around in my head pre-convention and you pilots may find them of
some interest or even worthy of comment. However I'll also understand if
this article receives no reaction whatsoever.
Woody

HGFA Executive Meeting
20.4.90
Items of Interest
New Executive Members
The Executive welcomed and confirmed the appointment of Bob Woodward of Adelaide as Secretary, HGFA;

Brian Webb of Bright as HGFA National
Coordinator Paragliding, and Chris
Brandon of Newcastle as HGFA National Coordinator Trikes.
Bob Woodward will review and
progress the resol utions of the last Convention and develop proposals for
August. Brian Webb has been engaged
with Ian Jarman in developing the HGFA
Paragliding Manual and Instructor
Rating System, and Chris Brandon has
been working with Paul Mollison on
developing the Trike Operations
Manual and trike certification standards.
Paragliding Ratings
The paragliding ratings system drafted
at the Paragliding Clinic at Thredbo in
February was presented by Ian Jarman
and after some discussion accepted by
the Executive. It will now be prepared
for submission to the CM and for incorporation into the new HGFA Hang Gliding and Paragliding Operations Manual.
Paragliding Ratings Stickers will have
PARAGLIDING printed on them,
coloured pink for Student and Novice,
yellow for Recreational (or Intermediate), and blue for Advanced.

Convention 90
Convention 90 will be held at Sports
House, Sydney, on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, 3rd, 4th & 5th August,
beginning at 9am. It will review reports,
and vote on proposals from the HGFA
and State Association delegates, and
elect a new HGFA Executive for 199091 .

The Executive is considering proposals
to reduce the size of Convention and
streamline its proceedings to make it
more cost effective. the present voting
system wherein State Associations with
500 or 1000 members and who pay
most of our fees have the same voting
rights as State Associations with 14, 25
or 100 members has often been said to
be patently unrepresentative and reeking of a gerrymander. These are Constitutional issues that are currently
under review and may be raised at Convention.
The Executive plans to distribute a number of reports and recommendations to
the State Associations in June and July
for their consideration and the consideration of their members. In turn,
State Associations should notify the
Secretary, HGFA and distribute their
reports and recommendations for Convention by the end of June. Only
reports and recommendations submitted to the Secretary by the end of
June will be debated at Convention.
Trikes

The CM has made a Grant of $2000 to
the HGFA for the preparation of the
Trike Manual, and the executive has
endorsed this to the Convenor of the
Trike Committee, Paul Mollison.
Accommodation
The HGFA at present shares a room In
Sports House, Sydney, with the
Australian Handball Association and the
NSW Hang Gliding Association. The
building is scheduled for demolition
later this year, when the offices will be
re-Iocated in the new grandstand at the
Wentworth Park Racetrack in Rozelle, a
kilometre or two from Darling Harbour.
We do not know yet what expense, If
any, will be incurred in this transplant,
but the NSW Government Is still willing
to offer us office accommodation and
the use of its meeting rooms, copying
and fax machines and other services
and facilities free of charge in the new
Sports House when it Is opened.

Northern Beaches

AN095.32 was approved by CM in
March for the HGFA Trike Certification.
A meeting at Holbrook over Easter with
the CM and the AUF agreed on common standards for the use of trikes in
the HGFA and the AUF, with a CM
Register of trikes in both organisations
to be held and maintained by the AUF
in Canberra.
Some pilots want to use trikes independently as the y would ultralights they should join the AUF .. Those who
want to use their trikes in conjunction

Richard Murray prepares to launch , Mascins Beach With
, orfintshuppor t 0
elr
SA

be flying illegally.

hang gliding
activities (for
teaching,
towing,
weather
checks,
search & rescue,
etc)
should join the
HGFA.
Trike pilots
now
flying
have
until
1.9.90
to
register their
aircraft either
with the HGFA
or the AUF; if
they are not on
the
CAA
Register after
that they will

Well here we are again folks - another
supplement to our monthly ravings.
A distinct lack of incident reports over
the last month was great - unfortunately,
this is probably due to the fact that the
flying is winding down and not that our
members have suddenly shot to the
forefront as ace pilots!
Our feelings go out to "Wang" who
demonstrated the unforgiving nature of
our home turf - Long Reef. A fence post
colliding with a wing tip during landing
is not a pretty sight. Fortunately, only a
dislocated arm resulted, but pilots
should note not to take Longy too lightly
- it has its hazards (both natural and.
man-induced) . A run down on the site,
together with a handout guide will be
presented at a future meeting.
Our thanks go to ~ohn Battye, a
meteorologist who specialises in the
Blackheath area, who delivered an outstanding lecture on the subject of our
last meeting, together with handing out
information sheets. All present were
spellbound and , I feel, we all learnt
something. Steve Hocking was so Impressed, he spoke to John about doing
a series of articles for our Bible so the
whole hang gliding community can
benefit from his astounding knowledge.
We'll keep our ears to the ground for
that.
It was good to see more new faces· at
the May meeting. A good sign that we
must be doing something right Is
reflected in our growing numbers. So,
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for those of you who want to see what
it's all about, come on down and check
us out - 1st Tuesday of each month,
downstairs at the Dee Why RSL Club at
7.30pm.
The club has acquired a copy of "The
Leading Edge" for addition to our
library. This film, encompassing the
1989 Stanwell World Freestyle is nothIng short of spectacular -I would advise
any hang gliding buff to buy a copy - the
quality is excellent and the historical
footage of Tim Travers must be seen to
be believed I
Well, that raps up another month - time
.to get my skiis out I guess, but in the
meantime - Fly high and keep safe!
John Hajje
President

Sutton Forest Flyers Club
This club has 47 members to date who
are flying anywhere
In NSW. We have
doubled the takeoff preparation area at
Mt Canbrewarra. Mt Coolangatta has
been flown regularly with moderate success. As the conditions have not been
perfect, one of our pilots went tree
scratching on take off.

~ ~ ~

1990. (Meetings 4th Tuesday of each
month) At the meeting members
decided on a programme for the next
few months. With winter approaching it
was decided that the club would
develop a towing team for the coming
spring flying season. Videos of hang
gliding followed the meeting. Meeting
program: Tuesday 26 June - Skyting
Towing Safety Lecture and make your
own bridle workshop.
Tuesday 24 July - Visit to city Met
Weather Office.
Don't forget to start recording your
flights. Open Distance, Out returns and
Nominated goal from Blackheath and
Hassans Walls for entry into the Cannimbla Cup Compo
Finally anyone interested in coming to
the club meetings to see what we have
to offer your are very welcome. Please
phone me for details.
Garry Carr, President
2658040 BH, 6444249 AH

Victoria

Easter saw eight pilots invade Phil
Daniels for a Tumut fly-around. They
had two good flying days but Paul
Hunt's arm Is rather soar now. Thank
you Phil for accommodating so many
due to the town being booked out by
bowls + golf tournaments.
We are putting a proposal to the
NSWHGFA to hold the 1990 NSW State
Titles at Tumut.
Fiona Knox
Secretary

Lower Blue Mountains
·Hang Gliding Club

The Mountain Gliders met at our new
venue the Prospect Hotel on 24 April
28 SKYSAILOR June 1990

Hello there, Victorians
"Yippee" I hear you all cry! I know it's
been awhile but the old trojan Mr Nott
left us to go on a long holiday and it took
us all awhile to pull our fingers out and
realise Myles had gone, let alone who
was going to write to Skysailor.

from Mt Sugarloaf and landing near
Portland hours later. He likes his XS
now. Lots of great coastal flights have
been happening.
Wes Hill had better put his brain into
gear and work out another challenging
coastal run because every man and his
god has flown from Spion to Apollo Bay
or the other way around it seems (although my dog hasn't). Perhaps Apollo
Bay to Johanna, Wes, or Cap Liptrap to
Mt Gambier!
Good flying was had by all who went to
Mt Buffalo area over Easter; Bruce Atkinson proving that the early bird
catches the worm, clocking up the most
airtime.
Good flying off Myrtleford Hill and Buffalo, especially Easter Monday, convinced everybody who didn't already
know it that Easter at Buffalo is great.
Lots of laughing also prevailed in the
Pinewood pub with Mad Mike outwitted
(yes newsflash) but not out yarped by
the now infamous Khan (they call me
Bruce) . Sorry folks you had to be there!
Anyhow see ya all next month. Gotta
go.
Dobbo

Tasmania
Thought this article may explain some
of the bad flying to be had in recent
years! The seeding is mainly over the
Great Lake Catchment area, upwind of
one of our flying sites "Gaffs Hill".
"Hot Rain"
The HEC's resumed cloud seeding
programme has involved more than 20
flights in its first month. Between July
18 and August 19 a specially modified
Piper Navajo aircraft made 24 flights for
a total flying time of just over 57 hoUrs.
Seeding only works under certain conditions. Clouds need to be colder than
minus 5 deg C and contain sufficient
super-cooled liquid water.

Anyhow lets all put our hands together
for the great job Myles has done for us
all over the past 4 years or so - officer
duties, southern etc clap clap clap.

The sophisticated eqUipment aboard
the aircraft includes a "hot wire" which
measures the amount of water in surrounding clouds. When suitable clouds
are found they are seeded with a fine
spray containing tiny crystals of silver
iodide.

On Mt Mittamatite recently this bloke
told me to hurry up on launch - he called
me a "Mexican". The weather we've had
down here lately in "Mexico" has been
great - proud to be "Mexican" like!

The HEC has achieved 16 hours of
seeding time since beginning the
programme. Only small quantities of
silver iodide are involved - about 400
grams for each hour of seeding time."

Colin McCrae pulled off one of the
greatest flights ever to be had out of the
Ben Nevis area recently - launching

David Allen

Moyes XS 155 (Int) 7 mths old v
gd cond blue LE (warp) full warp
MS blue & red US only 15 hrs
flown no aeros guaranteed best
cond suit new glider buyer flown
mostly Stanwell Park $3500 ono
Moyes pod harness $250 ono
+ chute $300 ono Ball 651
$500 ono Braunlger alto/varlo
LCD $550 Mastalr Berformance VZ vario $550 Skywatch
airspeed $100 Electrophone
TX475 UHF CB radio $450 ph
Lasco (02) 7596975 or 7582828
BH
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GTR 162 Race (Int) F1uoro yellow LE white & blue US v gd
cond must sell going
$1900
ph Bill (066) 216655

as

Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) blue
white & red ex cond test flown
only + Moyes backpack harness suit 5'10"-6' + helmet
priced to sell @ $2600 ph Ivo
(02) 4773113
Moyes Pod Harness brand new
never used black with yellow
stripe suit 6' pilot $350 ph Bradley or Lindy (042) 942929 Stanwell Park

NEW SOUTH WALES
XS 155 (Int) king-post hang point, orange scrim
LE fluro yellow & mid blue US, white warp MS ex
cond $3500 also
Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond $1200 also
GT 190 (lnt) gd cond $650 ph Neil Mersham
(066) 857854
Mission 170 (Nov) red black & white gd cond
$2000 ph Paul (02) 5217931
Mission 170 (Nov) low hrs ex cond blue red &
yellow $2200 ph Warren (02) 9055599 W,
9052685 H
AirBorne Trike big wheels, suspension, brake,
big tank, ultraprop, Rotax 277, single seat, Missile 180 wing, dual purpose box trailer & accessories $3500 ph Brian Silver (02) 5253787
Foil 152C Combat (Int) absolutely. brand new,
mortgage forces sale, red yellow & white sail
only $3,950 also
Kiss 154 (Int) really low airtime, race sailcloth ,
must sell $3500 also
Harness - FLASH competition low-drag front zip
harness (Similar to Klafsky) all extras - radio
pocket, side chute container etc $400 call William (02) 6602309
Mars 170 (Nov) dark blue Le white MS gd cond
$800 ph Mark (065) 598828 AH
.
Mars 170 (Nov) + Cocoon harness for 5'10"-6'
$1300 also
Gyro II (Nov) + beginnflrs' harness $750 ph
Shannon or Julie (042) 342565
Foil 155 (Int) white with gold LE & rainbow US
flies well $1100 ph Gary (06) 2313655 AH
Foil 160B (lnt) ex cond make me any ofter, I can
refuse ph Bruce (02) 305666 AH
Foil 160B Racer (Int) orange fluoro mylar LE
black/orange US gd cond Len (068) 537220

WANTED GT 210 Wing or Arrow Wing ph Paul
(068) 522049
Mission 170 (Nov) white rainbow US red LE 7 air
hrs with helmet car bumper support, CB handheld $2200 ph Alistair (02) 5289304
Moyes Pod Harness medium red with black
stripe 5 hrs flying as new $400 also
Bacpack Harness $100 also
Mars 170 (Nov) white sail with rainbow US gd
cond flies well $900 ph Barry (065) 837151 after
5pm
Foil 160B Racer (Int) scrim LE kevlar TE
orange/turquoise US gd cond performance
glider - race $2600 also
Pod Harness Blackhawk NZ grey dk blue &
rainbow v gd cond 12 mths suit 6'2"-6'4" pilot
$250 ph Steve (049) 524856 AH
Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond white with red LE mylar
inserts batten profile and apron harness $1000
also
Ball M-20 varlo as new with mount & TE probe
$300 ph Steve (02) 6386964 AH

must sell one of the 2 gliders to -pay for pilot's
licence ph Tony (042) 962976
Moyes GTS 170 (Int) red yellow & white in v gd
cond $800 also
Moyes Pod Harness red & yellow with PA
lightweight chute as new $700 ph Tom (043)
843734
Cleaning up the garage, I found all this gear. "
you don't like the price, make an offer.
Foil 166 (Series A) (Int) $750 +
Magic IV 166 Full Race (A peanutl) (Int) $1500

+

Blackhawk Slim Pod (5'9"-6' pilot) $250 +
Moyes Backpak Cocoon (5'9"-6' pilot) $120 +
22' Chute to suit either harness $200 +
UHF CB car Sundowner UH-001 $300 +
UHF Handheld Sundowner UH-005 $400 +
27 Meg 40 Ch Realistic handheld $100 +
2 x 27 Meg 40 Ch Car K40 $80 +
2 x Borgelt AltlmeterNarlo/ ASI etc prototypes
$600ea +
Borgelt AltlmeterNarlo/ASI etc NEW $850 +
8 x Brass Hygrometers 150mmo (Humidity
Meters) $25 ea +
4 x NI-Cad battery chargers (for changing 12V
CBs from car battery via cig lighter plug) $25 ea
ph Denis (066) 856287

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Vision Eclipse (Nov) low hrs, safe edge falred
uprights spares etc, a lightweight glider with
great thermalling performance, a dream to turn
also
Ball 652 instrument deck (altimeter-airspeedvario) also
Pod Harness with chute, stirrup harness,
Towing gear (hardly used) hydraulic and electric
tension metres (both need repair) towline etc
Glider carrying tube bargarin price $3000 the
lot. I do not wish to split up. Bill (OS) 2702032,
must sell to continue studies
GTR 162 Race (Int) gd cond 3 yr old all dacron
glider with WB batten profile, blue LE red &
yellow US with wIJite MS, performs v well, satisfaction guaranteed, will include 2 spare airfoil
uprights for $2300 ph George Kambas (original
owner) (08) 3403217 H, 3471111 W
Possibly the best mylar Magic III to arrive in
Australia. Incredible climb rates, full race with all
options included, yellow LE white MS and rainbow US well looked after, must sell $1500 v neg
also
Save your arrTis with a pitchy, as new only $59
ph Space Hunter (OS) 3220813

Mars 150 (Nov) pink light blue & white ex cond
Trainer wheels and spare base bar Mission type
pull-back system for easy set-up $1200 ph Leith
(02) 9052685 all hrs

Foil 150B Racer (Int) 2 yrs old been striped
down & checked, new flying wires, still performs
v well, pink LE orange LE blue US & white MS
$1600 ph Chris (088) 262107

Mars 170 (Nov) vg cond mylar LE batten profile
spares cocoon harness ex cond helmet $1200
ono the lot or will separate Keith (02) 5877971 AH
or 9643267 BH

Moyes WB 162 (Int) ex cond & perform parrallel
plus sail, white LE pink US with bright blue stripe,
pink keel/p, top quarter pink & blue, kevlar TE v
pretty glider, cared for sell $2900 ph Jules (OS)
2611902

GTR 148 VG (Int) blue LE, light blue/white US,
gd cond faired uprights/kingpost, speedbar,
great performer for lightweight pilot $1400 ono
ph Ian (02) 6619543 or Lee (065) 569692
Foil 160B (Int) gd cond blue LE with orange
rainbow US flies v smoothly $1600 also
Foil 160B Racer (Int) ex cond pink surfcote LE
grey white US kevlar TE flies like a dream $2800

Motorise your Hang Glider with a minimum
power set from Germany, Guteslegel, fits almost any glider, brand new complete kit with all
accessories $3200, 1 spare solo engine new
$900 inspect in Sydney or Adeliade ph Tomas
(08) 2729134
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QUEENSLAND
Vision 170 (Nov) Mauve Le pink & blue US 40
hrs as new includes harness, helmet &
waterproof bag $1500 ph Kim Heany (070)
526526 BH
Cocoon Harness backpack blue to suit 5'10"-6'
v gd cond ph Chris (075) 369123
Skytech Fllghtdeck Dual scale vario, digital altimeter 10ft increments, airspeed indicator &
temperature gauge, base bar mount & battery
charger in as new cond $625 ph (07) 8012262
Moyes Meteor 170 (Int) blue & white TS yellow
& white US gd cond $500 also
Realistic Citizens Band Walkie Talkie with
bracket $100 ph Paul (07) 3956268
XS (Int) cheapest in market place red LE red US
white MS 5 mths old gd cond $3300 ono also
GTR 175 (Int) gd cond big lifter fly while others
on the ground 2 seasons old black LE red &
orange US fluoro pink/white MS $2200 also
Mars (Nov) Immac cond black LE red US white
MS great buying at $100 for any info on these 3
kites ph Dave Cookman (071) 498573
Sky Systems Pod Harness red/rainbow strip fit
up to 173cm $250 v gd cond also
Mars 170 (Nov) red/black/white v gd cond $1100
also
Mars 170 top wires $30 also
Helmet white small size $25 ph David (071)
498573
Vision (Nov) gd cond yellow/white with green LE
suit beginner to intermediate $1400 ph Graham
018729048
GTR 162 (Int) gd cond speed bar, new bolts new
nose wires bag 12 mths old, batten profile,
manual, no tears or flutters, yellow LE white MS
2 tone green US $1250 also
Cocoon harness with 5000 Ib carabina suit 5'5"5'10" pilot $120 ph Russell (071) 866253
Probe II (lnt) pink & white MS spare uprights gd
cond $600 ph Joe (Hannes) (079) 396365
4 x Moyes XS 154's (lnt) from $3900 to $3200
also
GTR 162 WB (Int) Ultra weave MS also
Moyes XS 169 (lnt) also
C.G. Harness to suit 5'10"-6'1" pilot, ask about
trades, especially Intermediate gliders call
Richard Nevins (075) 324874 after 5pm
Mars 150 (Nov) As new cond $1200 ph Calan
(070) 557190
Moyes GTR 148 (Int) light blue LE white MS red
US faired king post & uprights, well looked after,
upgrading must sell $1300 ph Stuart (07)
8348255 W, 2098620 H
GTR 162 (Int) mylar LE gd cond also ·
Cocoon harness new & helmet never used suit
175cm $1600 ph (07) 2074084 AH
Moyes GTR 175 (lnt) pink & white v low hrs ex
cond Moyes factory checked, never crashed 1
owner since new $1800 also
Cocoon harness & PA chute 2O'/sec descent
rate ex cond harness suites to 5'10" ph Tony (07)
3798179
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GTR 162 VG (Int) ex cond dream to fly low hrs
blue yellow white many extras priced to sell
$1450 ph (07) 2751001 H
Vision (Int) new 89 blue LE white sail never flown
+ harness & pod harness helmet also
Skytrek hang glider the lot $2700 ph Gold Coast
(075) 304465 AH
GTR Race (Int) fluoro yellow LE, white & blue US,
gd cond $1900 ph Bill (066) 216655

VICTORIA
Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) v low hrs white LE blue
& red MS includes cocoon harness & helmet v
gd cond $1300 the lot will separate ph Dean (03)
7957829
GTR 162 VG (Int) red glod recent airframe overhaul + sail retrimmed by Moyes, flies well $700
ph Rob (03) 4895182
Altair 180 (Nov) Brown LE, white MS $500 also
Magic III (Int) Blue LE, rainbow DS $700 also
Foil 160 (Int) yellow LE white MS $700 also
Zephlr 160 (Int) blue LE yellow MS, this glider is
in exc cond with performance & handling equal
to Foil 160/WB. Come & testfly $1500 ono (057)
551724
Paragllder Condor Spl0 with harness & pack,
24.5 sq mtrs, pilot weight 60-80 kgs, LID 5.2, as
new only $2000 ph (03) 8226634 AH
AirBorne Trike Arrow Wing dual seat 440 Robin
fairing, ultra prop & wooden prop, big wheels
totally rebuilt to latest standards by AirBorne
$5000 ono also
Foil 152 Combat (Int) still in new cond 10hrs
airtime exc performer, competition frame, must
sell due to work commitments $3400 ph (064)
575073
Cocoon Harness with parachute pack, black
looks mean, low airtime $100 ono will swap for
full time driver (female) ph Mike (053) 322495
Airborne Trike Brand newl· Arrow 11 Buzzard
532with Pod. Not yet unpacked . Asking $13500
includes trailor, ring Chris (03) 4299169 or Mike
(03) 4172130
Mars 190 (Nov) blue & red LE with white MS in
ex cond $1300 also
Gyro 180 (Nov) yellow LE with white MS in gd
cond $1000 also
Moyes Pod medium sand colour with stripes
$320 ph Tony Dennis (060) 561654 H leave message
Mission 170 (Nov) Ex cond spoare down tube,
manual, batten profile, red & white $1800 or best
offer also
Mission 170 (lnt) red yellow and white $1600
also
GTR 151 WB (lnt) light blue LE, yellow & white
US, ultraweave MS only $2500, will take Mission
as trade-in ph Wesley (03) 8222119
GTR 162 VG (Int) faired upright & king post, flies
well $990 also
Cocoon harness with storage compartments &
chute container $90 also
Realistic handheld CB with mic, aerial, nicads
$90 also
Ball varlo, aircraft alt mounted on bracket & ball
clamp $210 ph Angus (03) 5722568

EF5 (Int) 12 metre batten profiles $350 ph Ed
(03) 7874133 BH, 7878423AH
Mlnlfex 140 (lnt) 70% double surface german
manufactured & certified glider weighs only 21
kgs kingpost hang point with v light pitch & roll
short packs to 1.6 m without tools ideal kite for
light or lady pilot $1500 also
Thermal snooper $75 ph Rick (03) 5638060
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) red LE yellow/grey US
white TS & TE 15 hrs flying time only absolutely
brand new cond must sell $2500 ono ph Richard
(03) 8788140
GTR 162 (Int) yellow MS with rainbow US v nice
colours, v gd cond also
Cocoon harness $1300 ono ph Jeff (052)
334541
Mmmm - Magic IV (Int) clean white sail with
subtle rainbow US great perform & handling ex
cond includes pitchy $1100 also
Gyro II 160 (Nov) less than 2 hrs airtime It blue
LE white MS pink TE sale due to expanding
family $1300 ph (052) 214276

ACT
GTR 162 (Int) white with blue LE, rainbow US
approx 20 hrs mint cond $1650 also
Moyes Pod mint cond $200 also
Backup Chute $200 also
Afro Owens Valley varlo/alt/asl $450 also
Realistic 40 channel CB $150 ph Paul (06)
2707018
Sabre 165 (Int) surfcote, yellow MS red LE
speedbar $600 ph John (06) 2901368
XS 155 (Int) pink scrim LE, light blue US, white
warp MS 5 hrs airtime onlyl! $3800 also
Moyes Meteor 150 (Int) yellow & red suit lighter
pilot perfect cond & has been sitting in garage
with only 11 hrs airtime!i $950 ono also
Trike 532 LC Buzzard, Arrow 2 IMMACULATE
cond, d/blue LE, IIblue US, white MS, 39 hrs
airtime onlyl $10500 ono Brett Freebody (062)
2957434 H, 2488988 W

WA
Magic III 166 (Int) faired kingpost & uprights
speedbar, pitchy VB batten profile & manual
yellow LE skyblue US & white TS ex cond & ex
perform $1600 ph Rob (09) 3542739
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FOIL 152 COMBAT
FULL V GUTESIEGEL CERTIFIED
The World's Most Stringent Safety Standard
+ 6G positive
- 4G negative, forward
- 4G negative, backward

Computerised aerodynamic stability testing

Available at your local dealer now

The traditional trade-off between performance
and stability has been eliminated with the addition
of fins. These fins are injection-moulded fibreglass,
virtually weightless, and have less drag than a
shirt sleeve.
Among other things, the fins reduce the stall speed
by 1 mph, allow you to fly confidently within inches
of the hill, and give an unprecedented stability at
top end speed.
The king post hang-point ensures the super light
roll characteristics of the XS; the fins enhance the

stability and performance of a glider that has won
every major world competition in the last six months.
Some of these include the Australian Nationals
(9 out of the top 10), The Flatlands, The French
Nationals, The u.S. Glide Ratio Contest, The 1989
u.S. Manufacturers Meet, and most recently,
Paulinho Coelho won the Pre-World Championship
in Brazil, and Tomas Suchanek won the Shimaseiki
World XC Open.
The XS was already the best glider in the world it just got a whole lot better.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ADAM HUNT

Moyes Australia: 173 Bronte Rd . Waverley 2024
Tel (02) 387 5114 Fox (02) 387 4472
Moyes California: 22021 Covello
91303 Tel (818) 887

